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CHaPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Sooner or later every human being becomes ill. lore- 

Over, the nature of illness is such that it is always an 

experience meaningful to the person who is i111. Because 

the phenomenon of sickness is universal and significant in 

its impact upon mankind it is inevitable that Christians, 

individually and collectively, respond to it in some way. 

In general, Christians attempt to live in such a way 

thet their lives conform to what they believe to be the 

will of God. The Christian response to sickness is an 

endeavor to respond as God desirese How is the will of 

God known? Basicully, it is known as it has been revealed 

to us through the Sacred Scriptures. The Scriptures set 

limits, give general directives, and sometimes supply speci- 

fic solutions to the Christian problem of ascerteining the 

will of God concerning such & phenomenon as sickness. In 

perticular situations Christians also prayerfully employ 

their own considered judgment in determining how God wants 

them to respond. Hence the Christian response to sickness 

is determined in large measure, ideally, by the will of God 

as this is known through the Bible and the judgment of 

Christians. 

The purpose of this study is to describe the Christian 

response to sickness. The intent is to describe this res-
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ponse in as comprehensive a manner as possible, at least in 

broud outline. It is self-evident that in this paper spe- 

cific facets of this response can be investiguted only to 

the extent that seems necessary and desirable. ‘The study 

proposes to sketch an over=-view of the subject and to suggest 

bibliographical references for further investigation of 

specific topics; it can neither hope nor pretend to be ex- 

heustive. 

Some of the questions this study attempts to answer in- 

clude the following. What does God's Word teach concerning 

sickness? ‘hat is the cause und purpose of sickness? Is 

euthanasia right or wrong? Should the Church practice what 

is called faith-healing? Does God want the Church to act so 

as to prevent and treat sicknoss? “How can the Church best 

minister to those who are sick? What is the task of a chap- 

lain and how can he most successfully carry it out? How 

should the individual Christian respond to sickness when he 

is well? How ought a Christian respond to his own sickness? 

What is the place of prayer in relation to sioknese?! This 

thesis is written in order to supply at least partial answers 

to these and similar questions. 

The value of such answers seems obvious. These are 

questions that pass through the mind of nearly every Christian, 

elicited by his curiosity if not his compassion. These are 

questions of vital concern to the Christian who is ill. 

Answers to them will better enable both the individual Christ-
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ian and the Church to respond to sickness in accord with the 

will of God. Solutions to these problems will help the 

parish pastor as well as the chasluin to fulfill his calling 

more successfully. 

in gathering muterlals for this study, the writer hes 

read extensively in the vast quentity of literature avail- 

able. He has, in addition, drawn upon kis own limited 

expericnce and thought concerning the subject. Some original 

Bible study hes been done, but most of the Biblical material 

in the study was first filtered through extre-Blblical 

literature. The process of selecting the meterial to be 

presented in the study and drawing conclusions hss of 

necessity been to some extent subjective und erbitrary. 

This seemed the only possible mothod. ‘The sequence of pre- 

sentation is cleurly indicated in the Table of Contents. 

Definitions used in the study are not teohnicel. By 

"Christian” is meant anyone who professes. faith in Jesus 

Ghrist os his Savior. “Sickness” is used in the lay sense 

of a condition in which one is affected with any disorder 

of health. ‘The term "Church* is used in several different 

ways. Sometimes is refers to the one holy Christian church 

on earth, sometimes to a particular denomination, sonetines 

to sll of the Ghristiuns in a particular locality, and 

sonetimes to a specific congregaticn of Christians. The 

context will indicate the mesning intended. 

There arg many obvious limitations. The size of the 

subject nas alreudy been noted. There ere important linit- 
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ations of knowledge and experience and understending in 

the writer. Two topics that might be expected to be found 

in a study of this nature--the psychology of sickness and 

qualifications of ministering clergy--are not dealt with 

explicitly as sepurate topics. The difficult problem of 

the Church's activity in performing so-called mirsacles of 

healing is considered under the heading “The Church teaches 

God's Word concerning sickness” rather than that of "The 

Church acts to prevent and treat sickness." The Christian 

response throughout the thesis 1s presented not in terms 

of every possible response, but rather as the response that 

appears to the writer es most ideal in the light of Scrip- 

ture and Christian judgment. Finally, the study is written 

by & member of the Lutheran Church--Missouri Synod who 

here assumes the reliability of this Church's theology.



  

CHAPTER IL 

THE CHURCH THACHES GOD'S WORD CONCERNING SICKNESS 

The Church’s response to sickness may be thought of us 

having three aspects. The Church teaches God's ‘Jord con- 

cerning sickness. The Church acts to orevent and treat 

sickness. And, finally, the Church ministers speritual 

services to the sick. 

This chapter is concerned with the Church's teaching 

of God's Word concerning sickness. It treats first of the 

necessity, aim, und method of this tesching. Then it deals 

with the content of such tesching. ‘The content of the \ord 

about sickness is discussed under the following headings: 

the causes of sickness; its purposes; Biblicél directives 

as to the proper response on the part of the Church and 

individual Christians; representutive ethical problems 

related to sickness (euthenasia, therapeutic abortion, snd 

the “mother or child" question); and fuith-healing. 

The Christian Church, seeking to respond to sickness 

according to the will of its Lord, first investigates the 

Seriptures in order to learn His will. “All scripture is 

given by inspiration of God, und is profitable for doctrine, 

for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness, 

that the man of God may be perfect, thoroughly furnished 

unto Sl] good works" (2 Tim. 5:16,17). ‘The primary purpose 

for which God hes given the Seriptures to mankind is that
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through their witness men might become “wise unto salvetion 

through faith wich is in Christ Jesus." Nevertheless, 

because the Holy Spirit ccused all Scripture to be written, 

it provides 4 relieble revelation of God's will concerning 

such &@ phenomenon &s sickness. The Scriptures are profit- 

able to the Chureh as it secke to learn His will concerning 

sickness. They enuble the mean of God to perform good works 

reluted to sickness. Hence the Church must discover and 

then teach what the Scriptures reveal concerning sickness. 

The cim of such teaching hus already been suggested. 

More explicitly, two generul aims may be cited. One objective 

is to answer the questions that naturally occur to men as 

they ponder sickness. ‘Such inquiries as the following 

arise. How did sickness come into the world? Does it serve 

some purpose? The other basic purpose of the Church in 

teaching whet Seriptures revesl concerning sickness is to 

inform Christiuns, individuelly end collectively, as to 

how God wants them to reszond to sickness. This knowledge 

must precede any action by which the Church and the indivi- 

dual Christian then do respend to sickness according to 

His will. 

The method of this teaching diinnot be considered at 

length here. This is a problem of Christian education. 

In general, it will be teught in much the seme way as is 

any teaching of Scripture. _Occusionslly sexmons will dexul 

with et leest perts of this subject. Groups such as confirm-
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ation and Sunday School clusses will provide osportunities 

for teaching about the Christian response to sickness, 

purticularly as an aspect of the following subjects: the 

' First article; the Third, Sixth, and Seventh Petition of 

the Lord's Prayers; the doctrine of tas Providence of God; 

and the doctrine of the Christien Life. Perhaps more 

important then any other method, the pustoral eare work 

done by tiie Church provides 6 useful means of communicating 

the revelation of Seriptures concerning sickness. 

The Causes of Sickness 

Here we are not concerned «about medical oxplaneticns 

for the presence of pserticular illnesses, but rather tiheo- 

logicul explenstions of the existence of illness as a phenon- 

enon of human experience. ie shall first consider a general 

explinution of the presence of sickness and then an explana- 

tion of the specific illnesses which efflict individual 

people. 

In a sense, God is the cause of sickness. ifany passecenil 

of the 01d Testament, looking beyond so-called natural means 

to the ultimate cuusel factor, uscribe evil directly to God. 

Exemples of such texts are Amos 3:6 and Jeremiah 11:11. A 

Quoting Huley, William arndt! declares: 

It is consistent with Hebrew modes of thought 

  

| lyillicm Arndt, Bible Difficulties (St. Louis: Con- 
cordia Publishing ee 94 7) MEMORIAL LIBRARY 

CONCORDIA SEMINARY 
ST. LOUIS, WO. ;
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that whatever occurs in the world under the 
overruling providence of God, whutever He 
suffers to take pluce, should be attributed 
to His sgency. In not preventing, as He might 
have done, its occurrence, He is viewed as in 
some sense bringing ebout the event. 

The sovercign Lord of the universe permits the occurrence 

of evil, which certeuinly includes sickness. Thus, in this 

sense, God may be considered the cause of sickness. 

Seriptures assert, however, thut when God created the 

world He declured it to be “very good," a judgment which is 

assumed to imply the absence of such un evil as sickness. 

Theclogians heve generally muintsined that sickness came 

into the world &s a consequence of sin, as a result of the 

full of s.dan and Eve. On the basis of the punishments meted 

out by God, as described in Gen. 3:16-19, it seems necessary 

to infer that sickness is a result of sin. and “the cause 

of sin is the will of the wieked, that is, of the devil and 

ungodly men.?* The cause of sicknoss, then, is sin, or more 

recisely, Satan und evil men. c 

It is i possible to give one simple explenation of all 

specific illnesses which afflict individual people. Explan- 

ations very, and, from the nature of the case, a human 

cunnot with certainty expluin the ctuse of a particular 

sickness. sometimes Satan is the cause, Luke 15:16 and 

Job 2:7. Sometimes man's sin is the cause, even particular 

sins, as is revealed in Deut. 321,22 and 1 Sam. 5:5,9. 

  

Puriglot Concordia; The Symbolicsl Books of the Ev. 
Lutheran Church (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 
1921), "Augsburg Confession,” Article XIX, Dp. 55. 

_ 
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In such cuses, it is in accord with the Bible to suy that God 

sometimes vunishes sin with sickness. But this is not always 

the explanation, for sometimes God is the cuuse” of the sick- 

ness, but Sis purpose is to bless the sufferer. Heb. 12:6 is 

probably an exemple of this. Ultimately, we cannot know the 

cause of & particuler illness. This leads us into a consid-=_ 

eration of the next topic. 

The Purposes of Sickness 

it hus been shown that sometimes God apparently wents a 

perticulwr illness to occur. Hven when it could not be said 

that He wants it to occur, but rather that the cause is Satan 

or mén’s sin, yet He permits it to occur and He utilizes it 

to accomplish His purposes. Here the question is: what are 

the purposes of sickness, whet does God want to happen &s a 

result of particular sicknesses? 

Roman Cutholic theology gives the impression that God 

employs all sickness us @ means of bestowing temporal punish- 

ment upon the sufferers. Over against this view Lutherun 

theology asserts that “afflictions are not ulways pad chasntec. 

for certain pust deeds, but they aie the works of God, 

intended for our profit, and thet the power of God might be 

made more manifest in our weakness . . .« . "& Foie 

  

Stcuuse" here means that God is sonctimes the agency 

responsible for & particular illness, not Satan or man's sin. 

4friglot Concordiu, op. cit., “Apology of the sugsburg 
Confession,” article V1, Purugraph 65, p. 301.
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for the suke of clurity, it is well to distinguish 

between the purposes of sickness in the cuse of unbelievers 

und that of Christiuns. In the cause of unbelievers, sometimes 

God's purpose is that of punishment. This is shown by such 

passuges as Deut. 26:21,22; 1 Sam. 5:6,9; and Kom. 1:18-32. 

Sometimes His purpose is to lead the unbeliever to repentance, 

in which case sickness is "God's call to the worldling."9 A 

Biblicxl example cf this is found in the narretive of Naaman 

in 2 Kings 5. On the basis of John 9:1-7 and Luke 15:1-5, 

it is clear that any interpretation of the purpose of his 

illness which is given to an unbelicyver should be this, that 

it is God's gracious call to repentance. 

God alweys intends gcod in the case of sickness which 

afflicts Christians, though this is not always uppserent at 

the time. “We conclude that sickness inflicted upon ths 

Christian ulways serves & gocd purpose, und that sickness cun 

be culled a good in this cese."6 One of its most importent 

purposes is that it lead to the strengthening of the faith of 

the Christieun. "Sickness carries within itself a powerful 

appeal to enter more deeply into the fellowship of God's 

grece through His Word."? very illness should remind the 

  

53. C. Heuch, Pastoral Care of the Sick (ifinneapolis: 
asugsburg Publishing House, 1950), pb. Ge 

SWalter F. Fisher, An Examination of the Teachings of 
Faith-Healers (Unpublished Bachelor's Thesis, Concordia Sem- 
Tnery, saint Louis, 1947), pp. 16 f. 

7Heuch, op. cit., p. 7.
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Christian of his netural sinfulness and cause him to repent 

and anew find comfort in God's forgiving grace.® This view 

of illness, &@s « grucious reminder to the Christian of his 

continuous necad for God and His pardon and strengthening in 

Christ, hus been fully describsd by many writers.? Se 

Other purposes of God in relution to the sickness of 

christians may be mentioned. The writers of the Apology of 

the Augsburg Gonfessicn state that “afflictions are inflicted 

because of present sin, since in the ssints they mortify and 

extinguish concupiscence, so that they may be renewed by the 

Spirit."10 jienes, by their common lot of beuring afflictions, 

Christisons ara led to unfeigned mortification and so crucie 

fied with christ.21 Many Bible passages might be cited to 

show thet afflictions serve (for exemple, by effecting humil- 

ity and patience) to helo the individual “grow in grace and 

in the knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ."12 one 

  

Syohn H. C. Fritz, Pastoral Tneoloay (Saint Louis: 
Concordia Publishing House, 1945), p. LOl. 

9For exemple, see the very umple discussion of the topic 
in Richard R. Caemmerer, “Temptution," The abiding Vord, 
Volume II (Saint Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1947), 
pp. 171-199. : 

10friglot Concordia, op. cit., “Apology of the Augsburg 
Confession,” Article VI, Puregréeph 55, p. 299. 

1llibid., “augsburg Confession," Article XiVI, Pareégraphs 
BO-32, De 75e 

1l2see, for example: Deut. 8:2-16; Lev. 26:16-41; Psalm 
119:67-75; Is. 38:17; 2 Chron. 6:26; Daniel 11:55; Zech. 15:9; 
Job; John 11:4 and 15:2; 2 Cor. 12:9,10; iieb. 4314-16 und 
12:lell; 2 Pet. 1:l-1ll.
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writer, 29 showing how the book of Job teaches us that God's 

purposes in sickness ure for the Christian's welfare, declares 

that through sickness a Christian learns the difficult art of 

distinguishing properly between Law and Gospel. The book of 

Job also indicates that God's purpose in & particular illness 

may be to demonstrate to Satan and unbelievers the uprightness 

of His peopls. ‘Two Lutheran writers on the subject of Christ-— 

ian ethics say positively that the afflictions of Christians 

must be curefully distinguished from those of unbelievers and 

that such afflictions “are intended either as opportunities 

for witness-beering, or &s tests and trials of faith, or as 

fatherly chestisements, but never &s evidences of Ot 

wrath, "14 

Let us summarize whut has here been said. In some c&ses 

God intends to punish unbelievers through sickness; in other 

c&ses He desires to lead them to repentence. He always wants 

good to result from the sickness of Christians. Some specific 

examples of this g00d include; the strengthening of faith; 

the reminder that the Christian is simul iustus et peccator 

and hence always in need of forgiveness; Ghristian virtues 

such as humility und patience; increased mortification of the 

flesh and mere complete offering of the body as the temple of 

  

151, Fuerbringer, The Book of Job (Saint Louis: Con- 
cordig Publishing House, I987). 

14yohann Micheal Reu and Paul H. Buchring, Christian 
ithies (Columbus, Ohio: ‘fhe Lutheran Book Concern, 1535), 
p. 241.
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the Holy Spirit, growth in grace and knowledge of Christ, 

demonstration of faith before Satan and evil men, and an opp- 

ortunity for witness bearing. As the writer to the Hebrews 

makes pluin in his twelfth chapter, no uffliction seems to be 

& Pleusant experience at the time it is being endured, and 

yet the Christian muy be certein thet his heevenly Father, 

who chastsns those whom He loves, wants only good of some kind 

to result from his sickness. Even though His specific purpose 

in & particular illnsss c&énnot be known by us with certeinty, 

we do know thet God works all things together for our good. 

Biblical Directives to the Church 
and Individual Christians 

In addition to toaching about the causes and purposes of 

sickness, the Scriptures set forth directives to the Church 

and to the individual Christians as to how God wants them to 

respond te sickness. These directives are set forth through- 

out this study. They msy be more reudily understood us they 

are considered in & systematic munner according to the outline 

of this thesis. It would be repetitious to list these direct- 

ives here, but it should be noted that they comprise an integ- 

rul pert of the content of God's ord concerning sickness. 

Ethical Problems 

Gertain ethical problems inevitebly arise in connection 

with sickness. These vary in the course of history us to 

their definition, their seriousness in the estimation of the
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Church, and in the solutions set forth by the Church. For 

example, there was a time wHanascns Christians thought it was 

wrong to use anesthetics on mothers during child-birth because 

this seemed to conflict with Gen. 5:16. The propriety of 

the performance of sutopsies was once disputed, but today it 

is not considered an ethical problem. Seriptures do not 

always address themselves directly to the specific issues 

which are considered ethical problems by men of a particular 

time and place. At most, the Scriptures set forth general 

principles, on the busis of which the Church of a particular 

time and place must solve ethical problems. Considerable 

freedom is thus granted to Christians, but this means greater 

responsibility and difficulty in discerning with certainty 

the will of the Lord. 

It is a@ well known fact that the Lutheran Church has 

not produced much literature in the erea of Christian ethics. 

Lutherun theologians have evinced consideruble reluctance to 

muke positive «assertions about ethical subjects. This has 

sdvuntages and disadvantuges. 

Certain ethical problems heve been selected for consider- 

ation here. ‘Those: problems selected cannot be said to be 

of vital concern to the general public in the United Stetes 

in 1955. Only one, euthanasia, seems to the writer to be a 

problem of any real urgency. Only 4a very smull number of 

people in our population are concerned about the ethics 

involved in such matters as therapeutic abortion end the 

"mother or child" question.
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This puper does not propose to treat these questions 

with any degree of thoroughness. Rather, the aim is to 

briefly describe the present situation, define the problems, 

specify different positions held, and effirm the position 

that seems most in accord with Godts will. 

Huthanusia 

There is &t the present time discussion of the question 

of euthanasia in some circles, but not among the general 

public. A 1951 court cause involving Dr. Hermann N. Sander 

of New Hempshire aroused some public interest and consider- 

ation. There are some organizations (for example, The 

Euthenasia Society of smerica) dedicated to the purpose of 

legalizing euthenusia, and to this end legislation hus been 

introduced into American legislatures and the British 

perlisment. The question, as defined in one mégezine article, 

may be stated us follows: 

Should physiciuns have the legal privilege of 
putting puinlessly out of their sufferings 
unadjustaubly defective infants, patients suffer-_ 
ing from painful and incurable illness and the 
hopelessly insane and feeble-minded--provided, of 
course, that muximum legul and professional sufe- 
guereés against ubuse ere set up, including the | _ 
consent of the patient when rational and adult?715 

A number of arguments are udvanced by those in favor of 

euthanasia, some of whom claim to be within Christendom.16 

  

L5"sShall We Legalize ‘Mercy Killing'?," Reader's Digest 
(Novetper, 1956), p. 94. 

1Sseveral years ago a petition urging the legalization 
of euthanasia was submitted to the New York State Legislature 
and signed by 579 clergymen, including such a leader es Harry 
Emerson Fosdick. “Euthanasia,” St. Louis Lutheran (January 
18, 1952), p.- 7-
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These arguments, which seem to this writer to be counter to 

God's will, may be summarized as follows: Euthanasia is 

the use of death as an intelligent, merciful release when all 

else has fuiled. iie condomn by law those who do not in this 

way release suffering dogs and horses. ‘ihy not people? 

br. Leslie weatherheed has supported such a view. Dr. Barnest 

Hooten, an anthropologist, has praised the practice of 

euthenusia, declaring that if "Thou shalt not kill" is a 

law of God “let us have done with such a suvege and subhuman 

deity and substitute a god of mercy and loving kindness.“ 

It has been said by other proponents of euthunasia; “frue, 

the 01d Testument says: ‘Thou shult not kill.' But the New 

Testument says: ‘Blessed are the Merciful.'"1? tife is 

sacred only when it has value to the possessor and society. 

The Church is out-of-date to denounce cuthsnasia, just as it 

wes in the case of anesthetics. No happiness comes to the 

individual who is left to suffer. Doctors do have power to 

kill in some cases, as one argument contends: 

The law gives the doctor power over life and death 
in several other directions. He can perform an 
abortion if his colleugues agree that the mother's 
health or sanity is imperiled. He can decide at 
childbirth whether the baby shall be sacrificed to 
save the mother's life. He determines whether a 
condemned criminal is sane enough to be electrocuted. 
Only in the place where he needs the privilege of 
approving and administering death is he denied it.18 

  

17#shull We Legalize "Mercy Killing'?," Op. Cite, De W5~ 

18rbid., p. 95. 
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Cures muy not be Glscovered for a long time, and no one should 

be left to suffer intense egony over a long period of time. 

The sufferer is simply a burden to himself und others. Nor 

can suffering help the individual's churacter in any way. 

There are many arguments advanced ugainst euthunasla, 

by people within and without Christendom. These include the 

following. The doctor's basic tusk is to prolong life. 

This is the purpose oi the entire medical profession, as is 

illustrated by the fact thut Point One of the Code for Pro- 

fessional Nurses!9 reads: “The fundsmental responsibility 

of the nurse is to conserve life and to promote health." 

Point Light of this seme code urges the nurse to expose to 

the proper authority any unethical conduct of associates on 

the health teem, which seems to imply non-cooperation on 

her part with any physician attempting to practice euthanasia. 

The taking of human life is strictly forbidden by Scriptures, 

with three exceptions: self-defense, as an agent of legitimate 

government involved in a just war or in punishing criminals. 

It is often really those who observe someone suffering who 

become so disturbed that his death seems desirable. One 

writer seid that few sufferers actually would rather be 

dead; rether, they live for but the next moment and the 

possibility of a measure of relief such as a sip of water. 

  

19;dopted by the House of Delegates of the American 
Nurses! association in San Rene oor uly 190. aoe 
“What's In Our Code?" The American Journal o ursing, 
Volume 52, Number 10 (Octobar, 1952), De L2ad7.
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Chronic invalids who have spent years of severe pain have 

manifeated admirable character end contributed to the welfzre 

of others, for example by their own testimony end their 

prayers. It is unthinkable to take someone's life without 

his consens. “As for applying euthanasia to the insane and 

feeble-minded, that is by definition killing without rationel 

consent. No five-syllable word can gloss over that fact.#70 

and who cun say when a sufferer is competent to make such a 

crucial decision in the midst of his anguish? There is always 

the huz rd of not having adequate Legul sefeguardse ‘To 

legalize cuthenesiu is to pluce inte the hands of sinful men 

& power that could méke possible such en abuse as legal 

murder. ‘There is ulways the possibility of a cure in view 

of the potentials of modern research; one can never declare 

with certainty that an illness is incurable. The medical 

profession is todcy able to do much by way of relicving psin 

with drugs of various kinds; hence people do not élways 

suffer so much 6s is sometimes believed. ‘he cost of main- 

taining the life of a so-called useless person is often the 

reul objection of proponents of suthanasia; but human life 

is more valuable than any amount of money. Perheps more 

important then any of these arguments is the consideration of 

the purposes of sickness. In the case of the Christian 

these purposes are ulways good, and God hus promised in 

  

20"Shuil We Legelize ‘Mercy Killing'?," op. cit., De 97.
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I Cor. 10:15 that He will not permit the Shristiun to be 

tested above that which he is able to bear. In the case of 

tne unbeliever, suffering mey be God's last call to repent- 

&NCC. 

fo shorten the lifs of un unbeliever is to shorten 
the time of his grace ... . The extremes of 
pain he may endure in this life will be as nothing 
compared to the torments of those whom God rejects 
because of their unbelief. To call the suicide of 
sn unbeliever “mercy" death is & cruel joks. 

Tn assessing these arguments it seems clear to the 

writer that both Scripture and Christian judgment oppose the 

practice of euthanasia as a response to sickness that is in 

accord with God's will. The conclusion of this thesis on 

the subject of euthanasia may be swamsrized in a stetement 

once issued by Dr. John W. Behnken, president or the Luth- 

eran Church--iissouri Synod: 

Voluntery cuthanasia viclates sll principles of 

Seripture. It is a denial of the sacred right 
God has reserved to Himself of creating and term 
inating humun life. The Lutheran Church will 
disassociate itself completely from this attempt 
by men to solve human problems by arrogating to 
themselves the meens that only God can rightfully 
use.“" 

Therapeutic Abortion and the 
‘ttiother or Child” guestion 

although these are two different subjects, yet they 

are related, and are treated together here for the sake of 

  

2lvputhanasia," op. cite, De 7. 

22r pid.
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convenience. ‘therapeutic abortions are occasionally per- 

formed by physicians in order to terminate a pregnancy 

when this is necessury to save a mother’s life. They are 

done only uncer most favorable conditions and must be medi-~ 

cally justified and officially authorized. 

Unless curried out in « recognized hospital by 
& Gomupetent physiciun under the conditions just 
specified, interrupting & pregnancy by destroying 
the fetus is legelly forbidden in most states, 
and known es criminal abortion.25 

Theruprutic abortions are actually performed infrequently, 

most often in cases involving heart Giseuse or kidney 

disorders. The “mother or child” question arises infiequently 

when, during child-birth, it becomes apparent that either 

the mother or the child alone will survive and @ decision 

must be made as to which one will be helped to survive. 

In the theraprutic ubortion issue, the question is: 

Is it murder in God's sight to destroy a live fetus even 

though the preservation of its life endangers that of the 

mother%? In the “mother or child" question, the point at 

issue is: In general, would God prefer to have the mother 

or the child live? 

In both these matters, the practice of the ‘ioman Cath- 

Olic Church answers differently than most others. The 

Roman Catholic Church regards it murder to destroy a live 

fetus regsrdless of what happens to the mother, and it 

  

25yvelyn Millis Duvall, Reuben Hill, and Sylvanus H. 
Duval, When You HarEy (Hew York: Association Press, 1953), 
De 332. See aiso viet F. Pilpel and Theodora Zavin, Your 

Marriage and the Lew (New York: Rinehart & Company, Ince, 1952).
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contends that the child’s life is to be preserved rather 

then the mother's since the child has its whole life yet 

before it whereas the mother's is partially spent. ‘The 

writer is aware of no other opinions concerning these matters, 

except that the general public opinion in both cuses favors 

the preservation of the life of the mother. 

These questions are examples of ethical problems about 

which the Bible offers no specific solutions. To hold 

therapeutic abortion to be murder does not seem vilid; for 

if it is not performed it would still remuin “murder accord- 

ing to this reasoning, only in this case murder of the mother. 

Where these issues arise in specific cases, decisions will 

have to be made by those concerned on the basis of their 

own judgment. It is the personal opinion of the writer that 

in both questions the life of the mother is to be preserved, 

if for no other reason than the fact that she elready hus a 

calling in life which vitally concerns other people (for 

example, husband, purents, and perhaps children), wheress & 

fetus or un infant hes no such position. 

Faith-Heeling 

By faith-healing is meant the healing of a sickness by 

the prayer and other so-called soiritual powers of a faith- 

Heater: without the use of the pnysical means usually 

employed by the medical profession. ‘his is an important 

aspect of the Christian response to sickness. Some of the 

questions that demend answers are the following. Does God
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want the Church to perform mirucles of healing? Ought sick 

Christians rely on fuith-healers? ‘This thesis will discuss 

the general subject by considering the following topics: 

the history of faith-hesling in the Church; the views of the 

feith-heslsers; the views of the Lutheran Church; the present 

situation with its impact of the currently populer emphasis 

on psychosomatic medicine; und conclusions of the writer. 

That there have been healings that seemed miraculous 

because of the absence of any physical means is denied by 

no one. This, of course, does not necessarily muke it 

miraculous, that is, healings which occur through the inter-= 

vention of God who effects a cure in a manner not in accord 

with the "laws" of the physical universe. Examples are those 

miracles recorded in the Bible, for example the healings of 

Jesus and Paul. 

fuch has been written about the history of faith-healing 

in the Church, teking as a starting point the Biblical 

record itself. The miracles of heuling recorded in the New 

Testament are well known and need not be recounted here. 

These miracles of healing continued:to be verformed in the 

early Church. On the basis of James 5:15-16,. writers have 

inferred that the early Christians used a combination of 

prayer and physical means (for example, oil) to perform 

faith-healing. "In the early years of the Christian era 

the healing of the body pluyed en enamous part in Christian 

practice. It is not generally recognized that, in the pagan 

world at this time, getting treated for un illness was by
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no means easy."“* There are scattered references in Church 

history to faith-healing.@5 Apperently, as time went on the 

Church performed fewer and fewer miracles of healing. In the 

middle ages relics and shrines came to be used as means of 

effecting “miraculous“" curés. The healing of Melanchthon 

through the prayers of Luther is frequently cited as an 

example of faith-healing in Reformaticn times. Some mirecles 

of healing, for example, those by George Fox, huve been said 

to have occurred within Christendom in post-Reformation times. 

#t the present time, there are a number of faith-healing 

groups which meke this an integral purt of their evangelistic 

activitiss. 

We now turn to « brief considereticn of the beliefs and 

practices of these fuitn-healers. 

The basic teaching of all the direct fuith-healers 
is that the atonement of Christ makes provision for 
bodily bealing. Their theory is that all the evil 
munkind suffers has come 4s the result of sin, and 
that in the atonement Christ has provided forgiveness 
for all sin &nd so provided release from 411 the 
consequences of sin. 

In general, viewing the faith which effects bodily healing as 

the same faith which accepts forgiveness, they plece bodily 

healing on the same level 4s salvation of the soul. Sin is 

considerec the cause of every sickness. Sickness is regarded 

  

24Leslie D. Weatherhead, Psychology Religion and Healing 
(New York: Abingdon-Cokesbury ress, 1941), p. 70. 

25fhe interested reader is referred to such & work as 
thet of Carl J. Scherzer, The Church and Healing (Philadelphia: 
The iestminster Press, 1950). 

26fisher, op. cit., p. 5.
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4s an absolute evil, never being sent by God, never being in 

accord with His will (that is, what He wants to happen), 

never having any good purpose. God is never glorified by 

sickness. The faith of tlie patient is all-important; if he 

had the right sort of fuith he would not be ill. Jesus per- 

formed faith-healings on individuals who head the proper faith. 

Because Jesus’ ministry was threefold--presuching, teaching, 

and healing=--the Church's task also involves these three act- 

ivities. The sick are not to use medicines, tut ruther rely 

on prayer, the faith-heélers, and anointing with oil. “Are 

&11 who have been bavtized washed from @11 their sins? No! 

But those who have faith are; and what water is, in the ord- 

inance of Christian baptism, oil is, in the ordinence of 

anointing the sick for healing."27 

The views of the Lutheran Church pertinent to this sub- 

ject may be summarized as follows. God hus nowhere promised 

bodily health in this life to Christians. The faith-healers 

err seriously in their doctrine of justification. They think 

that by accepting the atonement people become perfect and 

free of the consequences of all sin. This is not true. They 

forget that a Christian remains “in the flesh" and is there- 

fore all his life subject to illness. . Viewed as particularly 

dangerous by Lutherans is the idea that if a person had the 

  

27", F. Bosworth, Christ the Healer (Chicago: fF. F. 
Bosworth, 1924), p.- 61. ‘The author is & healing evangelist. 
This book contains five of his sermons, plus a series of 
thirty-one questions and testimonies.
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right faith he would not be ill. Unbelievers may be healthy 

and Christians i11; there is abundant Seripturaél evidence for 

this statement. “i:ihen someone fails to receive healing, the 

healers imuedizetely claim thet it is bec&use he did not have 

sufficient faith or that he is living in sin."28 Theodore 

Graebner®? has written this about the faith-heelers: 

Yes, they preuch ebout Christ's atonement, His bloody 
sacrifice, und the necessity of faith in Him ana of 
conversion. But this preaching is immediately linked 
up With the doctrine that us Christ died to save us 
from sin, so He also died to save us from sickness, 
and that, unless we believe in His power to heal sick- 
ness, we do not uecept Him as our versonal Sevior . . . 
and the result is that those thousands who come with 
utter fuith to these heélers and depart disappointed 
must ever after believe that they have not Christian 
fuith, that not for them did Christ die, since not for 
them did He remove the curse of sickness .« « « e« 

Such perversions of Christian doctrine ure extremely harmful. 

They fail to take into account the fact that the Christian 

is always simul iustus et peccutor. Nor do they reckon with 

the historical facts that many people generally considered 

to be Christians (for exemple, Timothy and Luther) heave had 

to endure sickness. Neither do the faith-hselers acknowledge 

the Scriptural teaching that God's purposes in sickness are 

always good for the Christian. Sickness is not an absolute 

evil; rather, God always desires that good result from it in 

the cass of the Christian and usually for the unbeliever. 9 

  

28Fisher, Op. cite, De 50. 

29faith-Cure (Saint Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 
1929), pp. 15-16. 

SOsupra.
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"We shall bring out the facts that sickness cun be and is at 

times & good, and thet sickness does not necessurily show 

thet a person has not the proper faith, or that he hes insuf- 

ficient faith."5l On the contrary, sickness pleys an import- 

ant pert in God's plan for His people, serving &s an exper= 

ience through which faith may be strengthened snd the Christe 

ian grow in grace and knowledge. The purpose of sickness may 

be that God be glorified, John 9:5 (a p&ssage which is seem- 

ingly ignored by the faith-heslers). The feith-heelers err 

in teaching that sickness is never in uccord with God's will 

and that in sickness a Christian should never pray for healing 

"aecording to Thy will.” But the Scriptures clearly tesech us 

to pray for temporal blessings conditionally, always adding 

“if it be Thy will."52 Lutheran writers have been quick to 

point out that the fuith-healers are often unsuccessful, that 

they muke the success of their work dependent upon the patient 

and not themselves (thus relieving themselves of blame in the 

event of failure), tnat they can help only in the case of 

functional disorders but never with sicknesses “which have 

attacked the tissues of the body" or such disorders us 

emputetions, and that while insisting that the followers of 

  

Slrisher, op. cit., p. 15. 

S2consider the example of the Savior in the Garden, 
Luke 22:42. See also James 4315-15 and 1 John 5:14. This 
topic will be considered further, Infra. 

SSgracbner, op. cit., p. 52.
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Christ perform miracles of hesling in accord with such pass- 

ages 4s Merk 16:17,15 and Matthew 10:1,5, they themselves do 

not perform other miracles that Seriptures indicate will be 

done by His disciples (for example, exorcising demons, speak= 

ing in tongues, reising the dead, being immune to the venom 

of serpents). Moreover, the miracles of healing recorded in 

Seripture were not always performed only upon those who had 

‘the proper faith" but, on the other hung, were dependent on 

the power of the healer.°“ Some Lutherans claim that the 

faith-healers misinterpret the two Bible passuges they refer 

to most frequently, Isaiah 55:5,4 and Metthew 8:16,17. Some 

Lutheran writers have asserted that the alleged miracles of 

the faith-healers involve the use of all sorts of psychologe 

ical techniques (for exemple, rhythm and mass “hysteria™) 

fox setting the sufferers into 4 suggestible condition and 

that no healing occurs until this has come about. Lutheran 

writers urge the sick to use medicine und the medical pro- 

fession rather than to rely on faith heelers. There are 

three main reasons given for this: both the 01d and the New 

Testaments refer to the use of medicines end doctors;°9 God 

ordinerily does not act directly in this world, but rather 

  

S4opvious examples are the raising of deud persons. See 
also Matt. 8:16, Matt. 19:2, Luke 6:17-19, Luke 9:57-42, 
Luke 19:11-19, Acts 531-8, and Acts 5:12-16. 

SSror example, see Gen. 45:11, Ezek. 27:17 and 47:12, 
Prov. 17:22, Jer. 50:15 and 8:22, Isaiah 1:6 and 58:21, 
Luke 4:25, Matt. 92:12, Col. 4314, and 1 Tim. 5:25.
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through “natural means"; such things us medicines and the 

medicel profession are precious gifts of God, and are the 

natural meéns through which He ordinarily does His hosling 

work. iiven if men should perform miracles Lutherans would 

insist on judging their doctrino and would not accept them 

as truly sent by God if their doctrine was not in accord with 

Scripture. Hor the Lord has warned us that many false pro- 

phets will arise who will perform “signs and lying wonders” 

(2 Thess. 2:9) and we sre to judge such by their doctrine 

(1 John 4:1<3). In general, Lutherans have said that the 

Christian is to rely on naturel means to cure his illness, 

preying confidently that God cure him through these means 

according to His will. God may still perform miracles of 

heeling today through the Church but ordinarily He acts 

through meaéns. ‘Theodore Graebner, who seems to have expressed 

most adequately in writing the views commonly accepted today 

in The Lutheran Church=--iMissouri Synod, stated that God would 

still perform mir&écles of healing through the Church when 

this was necessary to “confirm His Word" (particularly in 

heathen nations), but only then. 

The question remains, Do we believe in the continuance 
of these powers? The writer will here -speek only for 
his own person, but he will sey that he believes in a 
continuance of these gifts where conditions are as 
they were in the age in which they were exercised acc- 
ording to the testimony of the Scriptures. I believe 
thet where it is necessary to vindicate His truth, 
God will grant toduy the same power of prophesying 
‘future events, of casting out demons, of healing sick- 
ness by & commend, of immunity to poison, of raising 
the dead, which Hs gave to His first disciples. We 
have no need of such external credentials, for we have  
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no new revelation to méke, in our ordinary church- 
work. It is different in countries in which the 
Church is performing her task of bringing the rev- 
elation of God's grace to the heathen . .. « But 
no more. if there ure those uncng us who believe 
thet also in Christianized lands God endows certain 
people with the gift of healing, we dissent from 
them. 56 a 

There is renewed interest today in the possibility of 

miraculous bodily hesling by the Church as a part of its 

response to sickness. This observation was made by one 

Swedish Lutheran writer who went on to sé&y: 

There c&én be no doubt thet, from a medical point 
of view, treatment by prayer &nd anointing really 
has cured 4nd does cure some cuses as completely 
as the physician or psychologist can; nor indeed 
thet such spiritual measures have sometimes 
succecded where all others huve failed. 

Much of this renewed interest is a result of the recent, 

rapid, und significant advences in the fields of psychology, 

psychiatry, sociology, and medicine. A combination of 

causal factorse-current world conditions of unrest and 

strained human relations, wide-spread ucceptance of the view 

thet “the proper study of mankind is man," and the mental 

hygiene movement, to mention a few--have helped to bring 

about keen interest in the field of psychosomatic medicine 

and its implications for everyday life. Although for a 

  

“6Graebner, op. Git., pd. 7-8. 

S’gote Bergsten, Pastoral Psychology (New York: The 
MacMillan Company, 1951), pe S17.
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while minimized, todey the role of religion in mental health 

is being recognized, investigated, and emphasized by sone. 

The Mid-century White House Conference on Children and Youth 

in & Democracy concluded that religion plays « crucial part 

in the development of healthy personality. Thus there is 

today considerable interest in the pléce of the Church in 

preserving health, as well as interest in its potentials in 

restoring health. 

Some writers seem very much concerned that the Church 

be more active in performing miracles of bodily heeling. 

They insist that the Ghurch of recent centuries has not begun 

to carry out the seme role us the early Church in regard to 

such activity. 

Religious thinkers believe that man is created in 
the image of God and that spiritual influences have 
a vital effect upon his being. Vihen man becane 
aware of thet fact, he began to study himself to see 
how spiritual factors influence his life and how he 
can use them for his benefit. This is the task of 
the Church, and it hus engaged in that work more or 
less through the centuries. But the one place where 
the Church hus been the most hesitant is in fulfilling 
the Lord's command to heal the sick (Matt. 10:1,8). 
Beeause of its hesitancy, cults and sects have to a 
lurge extent taken over spiritual healing. 99 

Weatherheed, 40 quoting fron the anonymous Christus Integrités, 

declares: 

  

S8fhe Bibliography contains 4 number of references to 
entire books written on this subject. 

=“9scherzer, Op. Gite, De 250. 

40ijentherhead, op. cit., pp. 440-441.
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The Christians of tho first centuries had a clearer 
conception of the nower of the healing Christ than 
hes ever been manifested by the Church of later ages, 
and perhups a deeper sense of the responsibility 
owed by the body of Christian believers to their 
brethren in sickness. 

Besides polnting to the failure of the present-day Church to 

approximate the response of the eurly Church in this matter, 

these writers muke cletr their belief that the Church today 

has &11 the potentials, even more, to do such work, in com- 

parison with the eurly Church. It has the sume Lord, the 

same Holy Spirit, the seme commands and promises, and greater 

knowledge of human medical problems und remedies. Veather=- 

heaa#l suys that the reason the present Church does not do 

this is its lack of faith and failure to follow its Lord. 

If only we were like Him we could cure the sick=--not 
all, but many--in the same direct wey. There is no 
reason on His side why many of the healing miracles 
of the Gospels and the Acts should not be repeated. 
4nd there must be a direct way for us. The apostles 
knew no sciencs. 

This concern thet the present-day Church recapture the early 

Church's response in its healing activity is well summnérized 

&s follows: 

Jesus commissioned his followers to preach the gospel 
and to hexl the sick. In tie curly Churebh the ministry 
of hetling was vital, as well as the ministry of the 
Viord. Yet Christians since the dtys of tiie Apostles 
have had to look beck with wistful longing, hoping for 
the day when religion would again be closely related 
to healing us such. The opportunity which exists in 
this generation to enter into a total ministry to the 

  

4lTpid., De 469.
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total person is the greatest wht on ns Church has 
faced since Jesus set the exemple. 

These writers insist that the Church is on the thres- 

hold of a new era in the contribution it can make towurd the 

physical well-being of people. They urge that the Church in 

all humility work with secular scientists in the common task 

of hesling and thereby bring about healing miracles on 4 

lerge scale.*5 ‘They contend that by fully serving the ind- 

ividusl the Church could heul many. 

Our conclusion must be that any man, sick or well, 
who calls himself & Christian, should sce it to be 
his duty to make as full 4 response us he can to 
God, the God who is like Christ and whom Christ 
reveled. Thought, feeling and doing must 411 be 
mobilised to this end. It is the Church's duty to 
eall out that response in all the healthy ways 
known to her. If this were done, we have every 
reason to believe that many who ure sick would be 
healed, for their sickness, in the last unalysis, 
is « maleadjustment of the soul to God, rather 
then « mul-adjustment of the body to the physical 
environment, or the mind to the world of true 
ideas. liven then, some would remain unheeled . .. .*4 

Weatherhead®> pleads with the Church to aweken and to recover 

the lost art of healing through the direct activity of God. 

The intercession of people united in love for Christ 
and living disciplined lives, and the laying on ofr 
hands, undertuken ufter prayer and self-discipline, 
by & priest or minister or other person who is the 

  

42Richard K. Young, The Pastor's Hospitel Ministry 
(Nashville, Tenn. : Broadman Pross, 1954), Dp. Se 

4Sso writes Paul &. Johnson, Psycholo of Pastoral 
Care (New York: Abingdon-Cokesbury, 353)" De 229. 

44veutherhead, op. cit., p. 434. 

45tpid., p. 493.
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contact-point, so to speak, of a beloved, believing 
and united community standing behind him and support= 
ing his ministration to a patient who hus been taught 
to understand the true nature of Christian faith, are 
clues well worth following up. This is the true min- 
istry of the Church Gs such, and, in a sense, has 
nothing to do with psychology at all. ‘This is the 
ninistry which must be recovered and which only the 
Chureh can do. 

Admitting that the patient must want health only secondarily 

to his desire to be in & right relationship with God and 

that the Church is never to promise or guerantee health since 

this is God's alone to give, this same author concludes his 

voluminous book on the subject with this appeal: 

When the Church returns to her early devotion to 
Christ and creates united fellowships, even faintly 
like the smull body cf men who went cut in the power 
of the Risen Christ und His Spirit to turn the world 
upside down, then & power more potent to heal than 
any atomic bomb to destroy will once more surge through 
sick souls and minds and bodies. It will be His own 
power and recognized as such. If diseuse is caused by 
the faulty reactions of 4 person--as is so Often the 
case--then the supreme he&ling power will not be this 
or that treatment, let alone this or thet drug, but & 
Person healing. Christians call that Person Christ. 
When He comes into His own, then the prayer will be 
answered which He Himself taught men to pray: “Thy 
kingdom come; Thy will be done on eurth, as it is in 
heaven. "46 

Such opinions make all the more urgent e@ correct under=- 

standing of the proper place of faith-healing in the activity 

of the Church. ‘What then is to be said of this aspect of the 

Church’s response to sickness in the light of Scripture and 

Christian judgment? The present writer is unable to draw 

final conclusions concerning the matter. It seems to be a 

  

46Tpid., p. 493.
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problem which merits and demands further study that is ob- 

jectively and intelligently seeking to discover the Lord's 

will. No simple, cut und dried solutions are adequate. The 

views of @ mun like Weatherhead cannot be lightly dismissed 

with the cxplanétion that he has been cuught up by the “social 

gospel." On the one hand, the Church must object strenuously 

to the perversions of some of the modern faith-healers. On 

the other hand, the Church must seriously usk itself whether 

its non=performunce of miracles of heéling is due to the fact 

that such mirecles ere no longer “needed” in “our ordinary 

church-work" or to the fact that Christians no longer have 

the same faith in the power of the Holy Spirit und do not 

pray with confidence and sincerity for miracles of healing. 

This writer believes that the Lutheran views as discussed 

above are in accord with God's will as revealed in Seripture, 

with the following reservations. The exegetical interpret- 

ation of Isaiah 53:5,4 and Matthew 8:16,17 needs further 

study. It should be acknowledged that sometimes the faith 

of the sick person in the miraculous hesling narratives of 

the New Testament was important. #7? The argument is uncon=- 

vineing that faith-heslers must also do such miracles as 

raise the dead. Lutheran theology does not deal adequately 

with the diversity of gifts described by the New Testament 

as being present in the Church, nor does it give to the Holy 

  

47see Matt. 8:1-15 and 9:27-51 and 13:58 and 14:34-36, 
Mark 1:40 and 5:34 and 6:56, Luke 18:35=45. 
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Spirit and His work the same prominence as do the Scriptures. 

Wholly inadequate is the argument of Graebner that mirucles 

of hesling are not to be expected in “Christianized lands” 

(under which head he includes the United States) although 

they will be granted in hetthen lunds. ‘iho ils to say when a 

land is Christianized? Which land in G11 the world is truly 

Christianized? Is it wise to make this distinction on-the 

basis of geography? 

In summary, let this be said of the Church's responss to 

sickness known as faith-healing. Through all its history 

including the present, the Church hés serformed miracles of 

hesling. This is a gift which God has promised to bestow 

through His Holy Spirit, but He has not specified when and 

how and to whom. The decision us to when He wunts & miracle 

of heéling to be performed reméins Wis, not men's. Yet there 

will bs times when the Church must act in the conviction that 

We does want such & mirecle performed. Identification of 

such times must be made in specific situations by the parte 

icular Christians involved. The Church should be alert to 

occasions when 4t can and should use the power of the Spirit 

to heal. Christians should be taught to use and trust medicine 

and the medical profession as nétural means through which God 

heals their sicknesses. They should be taught to pray in 

full feith, confidently asking for the restoration of health, 

but always in accord with God’s will. Hence they should 

simultaneously be taught to pray for the occurrence of
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miracles and to be willing to accept cheerfully the with- 

holding of such & miracle, confident of the Father's stead-= 

fast love. Wo denominution should despise another for its 

seeming lack of miraculous healing; nor should one despise 

another for whut it automatically assumes to be faked or 

demonic miraculous heéling. Rather, the whole Church must 

strive to know and do its Lord's will in each particular 

instance, keeping in mind: that its basic task is to pro= 

claim the Gospel while performing acts of love to substant- 

iate its divine call; that the righteousness which evails 

before God through Christ is nelther a guerantee of nor an 

inevitable adjunct of physical health; and that the gift of 

forgiveness of sins through faith in Christ is greater than 

the gift of health. 

The Christian Church's initial response to sickness is 

to teach God's Word concerning it. Such teaching is nec- 

essary, it aims both to instruct and to supply directives 

for action in accord with His will, and it is accomplished 

&s a subsidiary part of the Church's total teaching. The 

Church's teaching seeks to communicate an understanding of 

such matters as the causes and purposes of sickness, how best 

to cope with ethical problems which arise in reletion to 

sickness, and the proper response of the Church in regard to 

faith-healing.



  

CHAPTER III 

TH: CHURCH ACTS TO PREVENT AND TREAT SICKNESS 

Although God uses sickness to bring about good in ths 

lives of Christians, the Church, following the example of 

its Lord who “went about healing and doing all manner of 

600d," secks to do what it ean to combat sickness. for this 

is 6n instance in which God brings good out of something 

intrinsically evil and apparently not in eccord with His 

original creation. Scriptures clearly reveal it to be His 

will thet men contend against sickness, rather than simply 

submit to ite Hence an integral part of the Christian 

response to sickness is that the Church act to prevent and 

treat it. 

In this chapter we shall briefly consider three facets 

of the Church's action in preventing end treeting sickness. 

The Church prays in regerd to sicknsss. The Church works to 

prevent sickness. The Church treats sickness by providing 

such essentials és institutions &nd personnel. Literature 

concerning this subject is scunt. As a result, the sole aim 

of this chapter is to set forth in broad perspective the 

general response of tne Ghurch in prevention and treutment. 

The Church Prays 

Prayer is an unquestioned responsibility and privilege 

of the Church. Speaking to God, whether silently or audibly, 
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is a characteristic of the Church. ‘The Church prays because 

of both the comnand and the promise of its Lord. Biblical 

and historical examples of obedience to this command and 

fulfillment of the promise are abundant and need not be 

presented here, for the purposes of this study. 

The Church prays publicly und privately. Frequently 

there are prayers in the public worship services of any con-= 

gregation which are a response to sickness. The Church prays 

at other times &s well. Sometimes prayer is offered in 

response to sickness by groups within the congregation on 

Occusions other than public worship. For example, pruyer may 

be offered ut a Ladies* aid meeting on behalf of an ailing 

membex. Finelly, prayers are offered privately in the Church 

as individual Christians lift their hearts and voices to 

their heavenly Father in response to sickness. 

These prayers may be classified as both general and 

specific. Some of the prayers are adoration of God who is 

the Giver of life and health. Some are expressions of grate 

itude for His preservation or restoration of health. Some 

are petitions that He would maintain or renew health. Some 

are prayers of intercession on behalf of the physical well- 

being of others besides those praying. Specific prayers may 

be offered for these seme general purposes, but with specific 

individuals and their physical condition in mind. An example 

is the prayer of a congregation that God grant a rapid 

recovery to an ill Christian. 
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The question of whether or not Christien preyer in 

responss to sickness ought alweys incorporute the concept 

“according to Thy will" must be considered here, although it 

hes been discussed ulready to some extent.- ‘There are those 

within Christendom who believe thet sickness is never in accord 

with whet God wants and that it is accordingly folly to pray 7 

for health “according to His will." His will is assumed to 

be always health. Describing the response of the sarly Church 

to sickness by quoting from Christus Integritas, Weatherhead 

writes: 

The sick were not, in their eyes, victims of the 
divine chastisement, but victims of a ‘disorder’ 
which follows the violation of God's will, not nec-= 
essarily by the individuel sufferer, but by the 
whole race of sinful mankind whose burden of anonia 
every human being must in some measure share. It 
is not surprising, therefore, that the conditional 
‘if it be Thy willt--so common a feature in modern 
prayers for healing--is altogether absent from these 
early Christiun osrayers. The remedy for sickness lay 
not in the paticnt submission of the sufferor under 
the dread hand of God, but in his joining battle in 
the power of Christ agsinst the evil hosts of dise&se 
which asséilsd him. and it was not a battle that he 
wes expected to fight Glone. Christ had left the 
needful weapons to His Church, anc were not his fellow 
Christians by his side, reedy to c&ére for him in his 
sad condition, by intercession and by every ministry 
of mercy, just us if 1% had been thoir own?® 

Those who reject the use of this concept think that it often 

  

isupre, p. 26. 

2zeslie D. Weatherhead, Psychology Religion and Healin 
(New York: Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, aty, pp. 140-141. 
For an even fuller discussion from this viewpoint, see 
Russell Le Dicks, Pastorel Work and Personal Counseli 

(New York: The Maciillen Company, 1945), pp. 165 fe
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stifles the resistance of the sick person, lowering his 

determination to recover, and over=stressing the element of 

his submission. It is ssid to meen that they blame God, 

consciously or unconsciously, when the illness takes an 

adverse course. These views appear to the writer to be the 

result of 4 misunderstanding of clear Seriptural teaching. 

4n@ the writer also questions the historicel accuracy of the 

quotetion just given from \Veutherhetd, in view of such Bible 

passages us Jumes 4:16-15 and 1 John 5:14. 

Seripturel teaching--and Lutheran theology seems to the 

writer to be in accord with it--may be summarized us follows. 

Christians ought always pray conditionally for such temporal 

blessings @s health. God hes promised only spiritueél bless- 

ings, sbove &l1 the Holy Spirit (Luke 11:1-13), uncondition- 

ally. Somcstimes He wants a person to be sick; we cannot 

assume that His will--in the sense of what He wants--is 

always nealth.® Moreover, nothing can happen in the world 

without His permission, since He is the sovereign Lord of 

ths universe. Hence, sometimes sickness is His will in the 

sense that He permits it to happen. The Christian is to 

rust that whatever bapoens to him oceurs beneath the loving 

  

Stn order to understand this clearly, one must disting=- 
uish between God's will as seen from His viewpoint and man's. 
From man's viewpoint it is true that we assume that what God 
desires is universal heulth. It is on this premise that we 

act to prevent and treat illness. This is entirely different-- 

looking «t the matter now from His viewpoint--from séying that 
sometimes God desires illness to occur and that nothing can 
possibly happen unless He permits it. 

ff
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providence of his heavenly Father who will direct it to his 

ultimate good even if it seems evil for a time. To pray for 

health according to God's will is not simply to submit to 

"fate," but rather to acknowledge that He knows what is best 

for us and will lead our lives so 4s to bring about our good, 

and to &sk that He help us to have a will that is in accord 

with His. God does not guarantee health to us; but He does 

guarantee His Holy Spirit to those who ask, and the Spirit 

brings to the Christian an attitude toward his sickness which 

is in accord with God's will and enables him to transcend his 

own sickness, thereby wurding off despair if the sickness 

should take an adverse courss and bringing heightened joy and 

gratitude if it should improve. To be able to pray “according 

to Thy will" is both a necessity and a privilege. it is His 

Spirit clone which enebles a patient to pray it sincerely. 

Doss God answer preéyers for health?* Lutheran theologians 

often reply thet He does always enswer, but in His cwn time 

end in His cwn way. This is entirely in accord with Scripture 

which need not be cited in proof. Obviously, this question 

has been answered in its crucial aspects in the paragraph 

above. 

Sometimes, as every Christian knows, he is in 4 sense 

the answer to his own prayers. To pray that God would help 

  

4an excellent discussion of this question may be found 
in George arthur Buttrick, Prayer (New York: Abingdon-Cokes- 
bury Press, 1942), Chapter Five, pp. 70 f.
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One forgive saneons implies that the person praying will make 

@ sincere effort to do so. The Church that prays for either 

the preservation or restoration of health, whether in general 

or in specific cuses, in public or private, will also uct so 

that it does wheat it can to preserve and restore health. 

Hence we turn now to & considcration of the Church's 

response to sickness in the form of acting to orsvent it. 

The Church acts to Prevent Sickness 

The question of why the Church carries on such activity 

us this 4s part of its response to sickness will be treated in 

the following subdivision of this chapter. Here it should be 

noted thut by participating in such activities the Church is 

not necessurily fulling into the errors of the so-called 

"social gospel movement." This is a legitimate sphers of the 

Church's life. 

Upon any reflection at all, the work of prevention is 

readily seen to be extremely importent. It is obvious that 

it is simpler, chesper, and better in every way to prevent 

some evil rather than attempt to find o remedy after it has 

Occurred. ut for some reason, the work of prevention never 

receives the attention that it deserves. 

This is illustrated by the fact that the literature con- 

tains such few references to this uspect of the Church's 

response to sickness. Apparently little thought and action 

have been devoted to the work of the Church in preventing 

sickness. This is & relatively unexplored ficld. 

| 

|
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Some ways in which the Church can aid in the prevention 

of sickness mey be mentioned hers. The educational work of 

the Church is perhaps the most importent such me&éns. It is 

true that the Church's task is not primarily that of teaching 

Peopie how best to care for their bodies; but at the same 

time the Church will be encouraging people to maintain health 

as & part of Christian stewardship. in this way the Church 

acts to prevent sickness as it teaches the doctrine of Christ- 

ian life. Somo contemporary writers urge that the Church 

devote special attention to sducation regurding menteél hygiene. 

It is rightly pointed out that the Church is in a position, 

somewhat comparable to that of the school, in which it is able 

to do much by way of preventing mental illness. The Church 

is in contact with people of all ages, is trusted by then, 

and is concerned about their totel well-being. Particularly 

throvgh its work with children and young people, &s well as 

&11 its pastorel caro activities, the Church hés an opport- 

unity to tuke note of problems that seem to be developing and 

act to prevent thom before they become serious.5 ‘The clergy 

  

5a book that deals with these mutters is Paul E. John- 
son, Psycholo of Pastorul Care (New York: Aen ene 
bury Tess). Also see Seward Wiltner, Religion an a 
(New York: ‘The Macliillan Company, 1943). eatherhead, op. 
cit., pe 474, writes: “The minister has one greut oppor 
unity which he should try not to miss. He is the only pro- 
fessional person who has entry to a home without being 

summoned. If equipped with some psychological insight and 

@ real lover of his people, he could often spot neurotic 

situations before they land people in neurosis." 
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is one professional group thet hus eccess to any family at 

nearly any time. Wheress a doctor enters no home until he 

is summoned and & sociél worker tukes no initiative until 

requested, the pastor may go in and out freely and is 

usually welcomed. The competence of the clergy und other 

Members of the Church is the main limitation to the contrib- 

ution the Church can meke elons these lines.& 

Other methods by which the Church works toward the pre-= 

vention of sickness, besides education and the activity of 

the clergy, include the following. Some congregations are 

toduy employing sociul workers as members of their staff. 

They too, along with the pustor, c&én help ths Church to pre=- 

vent illness, particulerly mental illness. Medicul research 

is én important means of preventing illness. This is a part 

of the Church's response to sickness as it encourages people 

to contribute toward such research, and also us it supplies 

institutions, personnel, facilities, and money for research 

work thet goes on under its own auspices. Finally, the 

Church can work to prevent illness by doing what it cun to 

support suitable legislation and strive for the general imp-= 

rovement and well-being of the community and nation. In 

  

Spropably also the limits of time should be mentioned, 
also, as well as the important reminder that the pastor's 
ealling is to proclaim the Viord of God and administer the 
s&craments. Any notion that the pastor’s work is primarily 
that of bringing mental health to people is 4 disastrous 
perversion of the doctrine of the ministry and is not here 
advocuted.   
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general, the Lutheran Church has done little along these 

lines. On the basis of Scriptural teaching concerning 

Christian citizenship, ” the Church should at least do such 

things as pray for those in authority and for the welfare 

of the community. An alert Church will encourage such things 

&s improved sanitation and available health services in the 

community. aA concerned Church will endorse legislation 

which provides, for exanple, for the work of chaplains in 

public institutions. it seems apparent that there is much 

thet the Church can do in preventing sickness, us it responds 

according to the will of its Lord. 

The Church Treéts Sickness 

Prevention of such 8 scourge as sickness is not always 

successful. Then sickness must be tretted. This, too, is 

part of the Church's response to sickness. We shall consider 

these topics: the motivation for such work, the Church's 

own work of treating sickness, the Church's co-operation with 

Others in this field of activity, and thse Church's function 

in supplying personnel who treat sickness. 

The Church works to treat sickness because this is one 

way in which it can reflect to men the love which it has 

first received from God who delivered up His own Son for us 

  

7See especially Jer. 29:7, 1 Pet. 2:15,14, 1 Tim. 2:1-6, 
Matt. 5:135-16, and Rom. 12:16-15:14. 
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all. Impelled by the Holy Spirit, the Church must of necessity 

act in love, striving to meet the needs af suffering men. 

We conclude that works of Christian mercy are not 
mere by-products, however desirable, of Christian 
teaching; that they ore even more then the fruits 
of faith. Works of Christian mercy are part and 
porcel of the Christian Gospel, purt und parcel of 
God*s plan for mun's heppiness and well-being, pert 
and parcel of thse life of the individual Christian 
ae Rea and Darcel of the work of the Church at 

GLrESGe 

Abundant Scripture, for oxample Gul. 6:1-10, might be cited 

to substunticte the fact that the Church is to do whatever 

good it cen for all men, especially for those of “the housee 

hold of faith." Uhlhorn? concludes his classic study of 

Christicn charity: 

In Christianity is given us the remedy for all 
evils, the inexhsustible source of healthy life, 
but let us not forget how our Lord says: “By 
this shall all men know that ye ure My disciples, 
if ye heve love one to another." 

CG. F. We. WaltnerlO declered as part of the proper form of & 

Lutheran congregations 

The congregation must see to it that the sick receive 
the necessary help, are cured for by day énd night, 
and made comfortable, Matt. 25:56; "I wes sick, and 
ye visited me"; cp. ve 453; 1 Tim. 5:10: “If she have 
relicved the afflicted." 

  

Stienry F. Wind, "Welfare an Integral Peart of the Church's 
Mission,” Proceedings of the Associated Lutheren Charities 
(1950), p. 8. 

Gerhard Uhlhorn, Christian Charity in the Ancient 
Church (New York: Charles Soribner's Sons, 1865), p. 398. 

10:311iam Dallmann, W. H. T. Deu, and Th. Engelder, 
Walther and the Church (saint Louis: Concordia Publishing 

House, 1966), p.   
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Another Christian!! declares this sort of work to be a 

necessary part of the Church's life us a means of preserving 

its own moral health. Another aspect of the motivation of 

the Church for such service is brought out by a writerl2 who, 

referring to John 9, discusses acts of love on the pert of 

the Church &s a meuns of readying unbelievers for the message 

of the Gospel. He declares thet "the Gavior Gid miracles of 

healing, but He did them so that men might come into the 

sphere of His message." The Church, then, performs such acts 

of churity as treuting sickness becuuse it is its very nature 

to reflect God's love to people, it has His command to do so, 

&nd such work enables the Churen to fulfill its function as 

the light of the world which seeks to share The Light with 

811 the world. 

impelled by such motivation, the Church acts in many 

ways to treat sickness. It founds and supports institutions 

dedicated to relieving humén suffering. It stimulates and 

encourages society to Go so also. On the congregational 

level, the Church ussists the sick in informél, practical 

ways that appear insignificunt but are nevertheless & helpful 

Yesponse to sickness. lxamples, as indicated by one recent 

  

t1sonn H. Strietelmeyer, “Address to the Institute on 

Social Work, august 26, 1952," Proceedings of the Associuted 
Lutheran Charities (1952), pe 65. 

12R4 chard R. Caemmerer, The Church in the World (Saint 
Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1949), p. 59. 
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survey,5 include: recommendations by pastors that perish- 

ioners see doctors and suggestions as to suitable doctors, 

trensportetion help in getting to a hospital, and soliciting 

voluntesr blood donors. 

Uhlhorn describ:s ths beginnings of hosoitels, though 

he observes that this matter is covered by obscurity. 

The old world was not ucqueinted with hospitals. 
There were only houses for the sick, for slaves, 
perhaps also for gladiators and for the urmy. 
There were near the temples of Aesculapius houses 
for ths reception of the visitors, who resorted 
thither to seek for themselves or others advice in 
sickness by Gresms, during the incubation of the 
god . . -« « But these were only hospices for shelter, 
and not hospiteuls for cars and attendance. ‘There were 
ulso public hospices clsewhere, which were certainly 
the precursors of the Christian hospitel. For the 
hospit«l ut its first aposarunce was quite as much a 
house for strungers, 4 xenodochium, &@ hospice, end 
the first institutions of the kind received all who 
neeged un esylum, strangers, the poor, widows, orphans, 
the sick, till by degrecs there were separate instit- 
utions, according to ths vurlous clusses of the needy; 
ond thus hospitels, in their present sense of houses 
for the reception end cure of the sick and infirm, 
were formed. 

About the time of Constuntine, 525 A. D., hospitals began to 

appear. Uhlhorn explains this by referring to the large num~ 

ber of psople in distress, the large number of Christians, 

and the fact that "the whole period had 4 strong propensity 

to institutions."15 During the fourth century & number of 

  

1l3kenneth R. Young, Social Services Provided by the Con- 
gregutions or The Lutheran Church--hissourl synod in Sain 
Louis During 1955 to Their Aged Members (Unpublished Naster's 
Thesis, The George werren Brown School of Social Work, Viash- 
ington University, Saint Louis, June, 1954), p. 53. 

l4ynlhorn, op. cit., pp. 525-524. 

15rpid. 
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hospitels were built. Charles 7. Kemp16 refers bricfly to 

the early work of the Church in building hospitals. 

among the early futhers, Busil established & hospitel 
at the gate of Guesarcés St. John Chrysostom at Con- 
stuntinople, and, under the guidenee of Jerome, Fabe 
iole built the first general public hospital at Rome. 
llospiteal orders were formed us early as 1115, when the 
pope recognized the Friars of the Hospital cf St. John 
of Jerusalem who mainteined hospitels for the pilgrims 
to the Holy Land. 

An interesting reference to the work of the Church in treating 

the sick is found in the rules of the monastic order of Saint 

Benedict, dating from the eurly sixth century. 

Before all things, and abcve all things, care must be 
teken of the sick; so that the brethren shill minister 
to them as they would to Christ Himself; for He said: 
"I was sick end ye visited me* (Matt. 25:56), and ‘in- 
asmuch as, stc.e' (v. 40). But let the sick, on their 
part, remember that they are being caérsd for to the 
honor of God . . . ot? 

Throughout the medieval period the monasteries were & haven 

for the sick. ‘The Crusades stimulated action on the part of 

the Church to treat sickness. 

4#1lthough the erusades did not accomplish their primary 
purpose, they did influence the Uhureh in its relation 
to healing. One disease in perticuler, leprosy, was 
brought back to Europs from the Urient; #s it spreud, 
the Church tried to mest the nceds of those who became 
ill, Hospitals were built by monks to cure for them . 
e « e in this way the crusades were directly responsible 
for the building of hospitals and for & renewed interest 
in hetling. ‘These institutions had to be manned with 

  

l6physicians of the Soul (New York: The MucMillan Com- 
pany, 1947), ». 141. 

l7yenry Bettenson, Documents of the Christien Church 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1947), "Benedict's 
Regula," Section XXXVI, p. 170. 
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nurses; therefore religious nursing orders, such es 
the Knights Hospitalers, were founded. 

This provides sufficient historical evidence of the part the 

Church has pluysd in founding and supporting hospitals.19 

Toduy, although there are many hospitals not supported by the 

Church, yet there are vast numbers of them that are sponsored 

by the Christian Church. For example, in 1947 there were 1038 

hospitels in the United Stutes and Canada sponsored by the 

Romun Catholic Church.©9 it is clear that an important aspect 

of the Christian Church's responss to sickness has baen to 

establish und maintein hospitals. 

This is true also at the present time. However, sver 

since the time of the Reformation there has been a decrenent 

of the setivity of the Christian Church in the field of social 

welfare work and & corresponding inecrs&ése of the pert played 

by governnent in this field. Some of the most important causal 

factors include these: the Church's loss of wealth and prop-= 

erty through the Reformation and the State‘s corresponding 

Gin; the industrial revolution and urbanization which made 

the need for such things as “poor relief" so urgent anc wide- 

spread that only the State could meet them; the rise of the 

concept of “the welfare State.“ Consequently, although the 

  

18curl J. Seherzer Saf Ghureh and Healing (Philedelphia: 
The Westminster Press, isso > De 54. 

1@the reader who desires more information about the his- 
tory of Christian hospituls is referred to Scherzer's work. 

20scherzer, op. cit., p. 153. 
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Church has the same motivation to supply hospitals and it is 

active in this respect to some extent, todey wo may be in a 

time of trensition when such functions, traditionally performed 

by the Church, are p&ssed on to the Stete even more than they 

have been. One recent Protestant book”! devoted entirely to 

the subject of the "functional. church" in the life of the come 

munity does not contain a single reference to such works of 

mercy us building hospitels. A recent survey“" of the opinion 

of clergymen of The Lutheran Church--Missouri Synod regarding   the proper place of the Lutherun Church in social work revealed 

that these wen think that the basic responsibility for social 

welfare belongs to the State because of the widespread, urgent 

nesads und meager resources (of money and personnel) of the 

Shurch. « significant finding of the survey was the fact that 

One-fourth of the clergymen said thet in the modern world the 

Church has neither time nor resources to provide all the 

needed social services, nor any God-given obligation to try 

to do so. These men thought that the Church ought to recognize 

these facts and not waste its energy and resources but rather 

devote itself exclusively to providing spiritual services. As 

an example they declared that the Church should let the State 

establish and maintain hospitals und then seek to serve only 

  

2liervey Seifert, The Church in Gommunity action (New 
York: Abingdon-Cokes bury Press, 1942). 

22x, Young, op. cit., pp. 56 f- This survey was limited 
in scope to twenty representative urban clergymen.
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by supplying adequate chaplein services. One writer,7° refer- 

ring to the present situation in our society, expresses his 

conviction that Church=sponsored hospitals today have a diff- 

erent contribution to make thun when they were first begun. 

Describing his concept of this unique contribution, he says: 

Today church=-reliuted hospsituls must make their mine 
istry of healing distinctive in order to justify their 
existences. HKethinking the purpose of these institute 
ions in presenteday society may return them closer to 
the originul ideas promulgated by the founders of these 
institutions. For example, five motives for the hose 
bDLtal ministry of Southern Keptists can be stated: 
1. to give medical care to the poor, 2. to carry out 
the healing ministry of Jesus, S. to provide a Christe- 
ién utmosphere for the sick, 4. to train godly young 
women in the field of nursing and to furnish an avenus 
or service to doctors end nurses who feel the Christ- 
jun call, 5S. to enlarge its progrum of evengelisnm. 

Is it God's will that the Church erect and maintain hose 

pitals es part of its response to sickness? ‘The Scriptures 

do not address themselves directly to this question since 

hospitals es we know them did not then exist. What then is 

the consensus of Christian judgment? Hospitals as we know 

them are the direct result of the judgment of Christiens of 

former generations that to sponsor hospitals is a vital purt 

of the Christiun response to sickness. ihat of this gener=- 

ation? «arguments both for and against are fully discussed 

by Willism J. Wiltenburg.** Citing the difficulties in sus- 

  

2524 churd K. Young, The Pastor's Hospital Ministry 

(Nashville, Tenn.: Broedman Press, 1954), p. 15. 

24should Churches Sponsor Hospituls? Proceedings of 
the Associated Lutheran Churities (1951), pp. 74-75. 
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teining adequate finencial support us the main reason why 

many &rgue agcinst it, he contends convincingly that the 

Church should, in the spirit of Christ, venture into such 

work."" It is the opinion of the writer thet, if the Church 

is to respond to sickness 4s God desires, an essentisl part. 

of that response must include the building and maintenence 

of hospitals. 

It ls self-evident thet the Church of today cannot of 

its cwn resources supply all the needs elicited by all the 

sickness in the world. Others must assist. This means thet 

the Church, in treating sickness, 1s active in the same field 

of humén endeavor &s are others outside the Church. ‘Therefore 

& part of the Uhristian response to sickness is that the 

Uhurch co-operate with others in the community in treating 

sickness. 

There is little available in the literature on this 

tonic. It is a relatively unexplored ares. One of its aspects 

is the co-operative work of the pastor with other professional 

people concerned with heeling. This will be discussed sub- 

  

251i 5 judgment is largely based on the following argue 
ments. The Church must be interested in the physical well- 
being of men, 4s Christ's parable of the good Samaritan shows; 
*only when the hospital is sponsored by the Church will it be 
e healing institution in the complete sense of the word" (he 
here is considering the facts of psychosomatic medicine and 
the crucial significance of "religious well-being"); because 
of its motivations the Church=sponsored hospital should be 
superior in every way, especially in the attitudes of the 
personnel; "a distinctively Christian philosophy will pervade 
the entire operation of the hospital"; church sponsorship will 
insure & chuplaincy service that is both extensive and inten- 
sive. He considers this question to be very similar to the 
question of whether or not the Church shouid hive its own 
schools.  
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sequently.25 In order to co-operute effectively with others 

in treating sickness, the Church must do such things as the 

following: wreulize and accept the fact that it cannot alone 

supply all the needs created by human sickness; be willing to 

co-operate with others in this comnon concern; have some know- 

ledge of what cthers cén do (for exemple, knowledge of the 

existence énd function of the Visiting Nurse Association, and 

the special skills of a medical social worker);27 bave an 

awareness of its own purticular function and limitetions; and 

possess and employ the skills necessary for effective co-oper- 

ation. 

Finally, in acting to treut illness, the Church responds 

by supplying people whose work is to help the sick. It can 

be easily demonstrated that this is an historical fact. The 

previous consideration“° of the origin of hospitals hss noted 

the rise of religious nursing orders. In the first centuries 

of the Church, individual Christians, men and women, did what- 

ever they could te relieve the sick. This became the special 

Guty of the deucons, und then, at least as early &s 550 A. D. 

deaconesses cume to be used to minister to the women whom the 

  

26inrra. 

27 possession of such u resource as a local Community 
Service Directory will be very helpful to the Christian who 

seeks to co-operate with others in treating the sick. He can 

learn from it such information es the location and function 

of the social work Sgencies of his community. 

28supra, pp. 48 f. 
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deacons could not serve.?9 an organized group of women who 

supplied nursing services, culled “The Virgins," was recog- 

nizsd &s un order of the Church ut leest us early as 379 AeD.00 

  

Indeed, us Schorzer®! says: 

. » e the nursing profession traces its origin to 
these early Christian orders. The deacons and the 
deiconesses carried the Church into the home. They 
did the best they could in caring for the sick and 
the poor, by using the remedies current in their 
Gay and resorting to orayer und the laying on of 
hends « « e « 1% was one of the deaconesses, Fabiola, 
who founded the first cherity hospital at Reme about 
&. D. 3500. 

John T. McNeill" describes this historical activity or the   
Churehn in suvplying personnel to treat sickness in this ways 

The practice of medicine, especially of obstetrics, 
by women was common in pagidnism and was continued 
in Christianity. Nursing was shared by both sexes, 
but from the fourth century wus chiefly the work of 
nuns and other devout women. The eurly end later 
monasteries had their infirmaries and medical offic= 
6rs, and guve some attention to medicul knowledge 
und much to the cultivation of medicinal herbs. 

It is reudily apparent that the Uhurch of today, too, supplies 

personnel to treat the sick. 

This particular response goes on in the Church in beth 

unorganized and orgenized ways. ‘The teuching of God's Viord 

| inevitably produces results in the lives of people, some of 

  

; 28scherzer, Op. Cite, De 40. 

SOtpid. 

s
e
 

Slipid., pe 43. 

S2see Paul B. Maves, ed., The Church and Nentel Health 

(New York: Charies Soribner's Sons, Loo), De . z
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whom ure led to dedicate themselves to the service of treat- 

ing the sick. Moreover, the Church makes some organized 

efforts to encourege people to devote their lives to treating 

the sick, and then to train thom so that they are able to do 

this successfully. For exemple, the Lutherén hospitals do all 

that they can to recruit and tréin nurses. The meny Church- 

sponsored schools of nursing are evidence of the Pact that 

the Church resvonds to sickness by supplying personnel to 

treat the sick. 

This work is &n important facet of the Church's total 

response to sickness, important for the entire society us well 

&s the Church. The current shortage of qualified medical per= 

sonnel is too well-known to necessitate documentation. Any 

institution within society, such us the Church, which can help 

enlist and truin medical personnel is meking Gn important con- 

tribution to the generul welfare of society. That the work 

of ths Church in this concern is especially valuable is undere 

scored by scone writers who assert that people supplisd by the 

Church are often those who most c&pably treat the sick. One 

reason for this is said to be the Christian motivetion of 

such personnel. 

For the Lutheran nurse we claim an additional qual- 
ification, namely, her consistently Christian motiv- 
ation. ‘This says that she is 4 nursa . . . because 
the drive and incentive of her Christian faith muke 
her want to join with and be operative in the work of 
cur Saviour's earthly kingdom. We say that it is her 

resultant sincere feeling for the suffering of her 

Poellowmen that permestes and hé&llows her attitude and 

her work. ind you and I know that there is no higher 
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ideal--there is no more redssuring or stabilizing 
motivation for any profession. 

  

Other writers®* have said thet a Christian medical worker-= 

simply because be is 4 Christian--is better able to serve the 

total needs of «a patient. This is so bocause the spiritual 

needs of & patient are a vital and integral part of his total 

\ needs. Since the most effective medical treatment must con= 

| sider the total needs of 4 patient, it is apperent that the 

Christian worker is better qualified to serve him. For ex= 

ample, a Christian nurse is herself able to minister to a   patient's spiritual needs when no clergyman is available. 

This chapter hus considered the work of the Church in 

preventing and treating sickness as a part of the Christian 

response to sickness. first it was shown that the Church 

prays in resoonse to sickness, and always does so condition= 

ally. Then the importance of the Church's acting to prevent 

sickness wos indicated, as well as possible means of accomp- 

lishing this purpose. The lest section has dealt with the 

Chureh*'s activity in treating sickness, considering the mote 

ivetion of the Church and especially the mode in which this 

activity has most often appeared, namely the operation of 

  

SSpuso List, “Recruiting Lutherén Nurses for Lutheran 
Hospitals,” Procesdings of the sssociated Lutheran Charities 
(1951), pe 85- 

S4see, for example, Bertha Lunde, “The Necessity of 
; fraining More Lutheran Nurses,“ Proceedings of the Associated 

Lutheran Charities (1951), pp. 79-62. Also James 5. Ashbrook, 
WNot By bread Alone,“ The American Journal of Nursing, Volume 
55, Number 2 (February, 1955), pp. 164-160. 
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hospituls. ‘ie have concluded the chapter with & brisf con- 

sideraticn of the Church's co-operetion with others in 

treating sickness and its supplying of medical personnel &s 

& very importent contribution of the Church. All of this is 

one significant aspect of the total Christian response to 

sickness. 

  

 



    

CHAPTER IV 

THE CHURCH MINISTERS TO THe SICK 

In describing the response of the Christian Church to 

sickness, tis study has thus fer dealt with the Church's 

teaching of God's Word concerning sickness end the uctivity 

of the Church in preventing and treating sickness. One other 

phese of the Church's response remains to be considered, name=- 

ly the ministration of spirituwl services to those who are ill.   This chapter proposes to delineate the Church's spiritual 

ministry to the sick. Tne following mein tonics will be dealt 

with: the obligation of the Church to perform such a ministry; 

aims end methods of the clergy as they fulfill this obligation; 

und the Ghurch's use of others besides clergy in meeting its 

obligation. Most of the chapter is devoted to a consideration 

of the methods of the clergy in ministering to the sick. Some 

of this material is mae strictly speeking, a description of 

the Church's response to sickness. It is ineluded here be- 

cfuse it may vrove useful to those wishing more information 

about these specific methods. 

The Church's Obligation 
To Minister To The Sick 

The nature and function of the Church plus the impact of 

sickness on tiie individual sufferer combine to make the min- 

istry to the sick an obligation of the Church. It is both an
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Opportunity and a responsibility, indeed, un inescapable 

responsibility because it is so cleerly in accord with tue 

Lord*’s will. Since sickness mey be sither géin or loss to 

the individual, depending on his religious response, the Church 

has an obvious opportunity to serve. d. C. Heuch! has written 

thus: 

The Christizun Church has always sought to make her 
afflicted and suffering members the special object 
of her ministrations and cure. Thers is & good reason 
for this solicitude on the part of the Church. Every 
type of tribulation thet comes upon man is a divine 
chéstening. Therefors every udversity also contains 
& gracious cal] from God... . Tribulation may also 
prove to be a tamptation to rebellion 4gainst God . . 
« e There is thus the two-fold possibility thet every 
arfliction may prove either gain or loss to the soul . 
e-e e For this ceuson it becomes necessary for the 
Church to aid the distressed by means of special min- 
istrations . . . » im every cuse of serlous and pro=- 
tracted bodily suffering, it is necessury that the 
Church seek to help these souls. If sho fails to 
do this, it is doubtful that these sufferers will come 
to an understanding of ths divine purposes inherent 
in physical suffering. ‘Without such a&ssistence tite 
affliction will not yield the fruits which God desires, 
nor willl the temptations occusioned by the trial be 
overcome. Christ*'s words, "I was sick, and ye visited 
me,” are to the Church the strongest reminder that she 
is to be His messenger to all who are oppressed by 
sickness. 

Another writer, emphasizing the fact that illness is always a 

spiritual crisis, brings out another reason why the Church 

must respond to sickness by ministering to the sufferers. He 

writes: 

  

lpastoral Care of the Sick, translated from the Nor- 
wegiun by J. Melvin Moe (iinnedpolis: Augsburg Publishing 

House, 1950), pp. 3-9. 
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fhe Church responds to illness out of the loving 
concern of & close-knit community. As members of 
one body the persons in this community are so deeply 
interreluted that when one suffers, all are affected.* 

The Church, then, has an obligution to minister to the sick. 

This obligation 1s mst by the members of the Church. In 

practice, most of the work is done by the clergy. They are 

the representutives of the Church, culled to bring the Word 

and Sacraments to people in the name of the whole Church. 

These men who serve the sick in this way may be either full 

or part-time chaplains in institutions, or they may be parish 

pastors. ; 

The literaturs on the subject leuves no doubt that Christe 

jan judencnt insists that the clergy minister to the sick as 

part of the resyonse of the Church to sickness. Expressing 

the sume view as many others, John ii. ©. ¥ritz° writes: 

It is &@ most solemn duty of every pastor to visit the 
sick end the dying and to attend to their spiritual 
nescds, Watt. 25:56-40; Ezek. 54:1216; Jamss 5:14,155 
is. 58:13 2 Cor. 1:43; 1 Thess. 2:11. Whenever he is 
requested to do so, a Christiun pastor should also 
visit strangers who are sick or dying, provided that 
they are not members of any other Christian congreg=- 
ation und under the care of some other pustor. A 
pastor should always, at any time, by dey or by night, 
readily and cheerfully respond to & sick call. 

"The perish minister gives priority to the sick and the dying. 

The desree of his attention varies secording to the serious= 

  

“Paul H. Johnson, Psychology of Pastoral Care (New 
York: Abingdon-Cokesbury, [9535), p. 193. 

SPastoral Theology (Saint Louis: Concordia Publishing 
House, 1945), p. 175. 
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ness of the illness," writes andrew Blackwood. In other 

ways different writers all emphasize the responsibility of 

the clergy to minister to the sick. 

Aims of the Clergy in Ministering 
to the Sick 

The necessity and importance of having 4 correct concept 

of the aims of the clergy in ministering to the sick require 

no proof. The pastor's tusk is always that of a Seelsorger=- 

& Derson who cares for the spiritual well-being of others. 

“48 such, his calling is to bring the Word of God and His sac-   
puments to people. As the representative of God Himself, he 

is to convert, correct, and comfort those to whom he ministers. 

Several writers huve stressed the fact that the clergy’s basic 

function is to minister spiritual services. 

Over and above ell the problems which may confront the 
individual whom we serve lies this busic concept of our 
ministry that we are embussadors of Christ called to 
leud men to a right relationship with their God.5 

Every chaodlain is a pestor first and his duty is not 
reform of moral behavior, control of social conditions 
or raising goneral living standards. His prime object- 
ive is winning propvle for the Kingdom of God through 
faith in Christ by being « dispenser of the Means of 
Grace through which the miracle of faith is treated 
by the Holy Spirit. From that certainly does flow a 
life of senctification which produces good citizens, 

  

4Pastoral Work (Philedelphia: The Westminster Press, 
1945), 1p. SLU Suma 

Siilliam Me Stieve, "Lhe Church's Ministry to the 
Physically 111," Proceedings of the Associated Lutheran 

Charities (1951), p- 64. 
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civic righteousness and social and health standerds.® 

The tasks of evangelism and eGification are at the core of 

the pustor's work, and this must never be forgotten. or 

course, thess general aims will be defined more specifically Ne 

as the pastor cérries on his work of ministering to the sick. 

They will be delineated as precisely es possible in accord 

with the particuler patient, but also these specific object- 

ives must lie within the basic framework of evangelism ands 

edification. 

  

It is today varticularly important to understand that the 

Clerzy's ministry to the sick is of & spiritual neture because 

some people ure Gefining these aims incorrectly. Some of the 

litercture reflects this misunderstanding, and some warns 

sharply against just this error. One writer’ warns that the 

institutional chapluin must not become a physician, social 

worker, moral policemin, occupetional therepist, psychologist, 

nurse, or psychotherapist. Because of the current populerity 

of such subjects ss psychology und psychosomatic medicine one 

of the very real temptations of the clergy is to become sane 

sort of junior osychologists or psychiatrists. Curroll aA. Wise® 

  

Sidward J. Mahnke, "Theology in Clinical Training," Pro- 
ceedings of the Associated Lutheren Charities (1953), p. 89. 

Tzaward J. Mahnke, "The Instituticnal Chaplaincy--Func- 

tion and Purpose," Proceedings of the Associeted Lutheran 
Charities (1950), pp. 45 f. 

Srelt ion in Illness and Health (New York: Hsrper & 

Brothers, 1942), pp. 261-262.
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writes to this point, us he refers to 

e e e the tendency of clergymen to take over the tech- 
niques of the psychietrist in the belief thet this is 
the way to make their ministry effective. Actually 
this does harm, becéuse they are not adequutely trained 
to use the methods of the psychiatrist and they do not 
function in the role of psychiatrist. Wurthermore, in 
spite of certsuin similurities between the work . .. 
tisre ure also vast differences which are not taken 
into account. The truc answer to the problem is not 
to be found in tuking cver the techniques of unother 
profession, which really leads to becoming something 
of & third-or fourth-réte psychiatrist or social worker, 
but rather the development of the techniques of religion. 

Methods of the Clergy in Ministering 
to the Sick 

4 proper undezstandging of the aims of the clergy is vital 

becuuss these eims dictate the general nature of the methods 

to be employed by the clergy in ministering to the sick. if 

this work is to be done according to God's will, the clergy’s 

methods must be in accord with the aims just ouvlined. 

The following Lengthy section treats of these methods. 

The literature is most extensive on this subject, which has 

so mény ramifications. Here the attempt is made to weave to- 

gether the most important meuterial. Much has nad to be omite 

ted. The reader is directed to the footnotes which will pro- 

vide bibliographical references for further study. For the 

suke of convenlence to the reader, the different methods here 

considered ure each presented as subdivisions of this chepter. 

fhe sequence is as follows. First the clergy's work with 

groups is considered, particulerly worship services. ‘Then 

follows the work with Individuals. Here these topics are 
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dealt with: basic principles of pastoral cure; general tech= 

Niques of sick culls; the "tools" used by the clergy; specific 

crucial situations, for exemple, serving the dying; teamwork 

with other professional workers; and the matter of records and 

supervision. 

The Work With Groups 

This section hus reference to the sick who ars confined ~ 

to institutions. In general, it concerns chuplains rather 

than parish pastors. 

Unapluins conduct services similar to those led by par- 

ish pastors, although this is ordinarily not such « prominent 

Texture of their ministry. These services muy be regular 

bublic worship services, or they may be “occusicnel” services, 

such us weddings, funertéls, enniversury or confirmation 

services. 

One writer? offers suggesticns concerning the preuching 

in institutiins, having in mind particularly the public wor- 

ship services. He gives such hints &s the following: the 

unique nature of the "congregation" should be kept in mind, 

for example, the fact that it is probably largely non-Luth- 

eran; the service should be less formai then usual Lutheran 

services; everything should be simple, brief, and well planned; 

  

fleslie F. Weber, “Gome Homiletical Guides for Sreeching 
in Institutions," Proceedings of the associated Lutheran 
Charities (19503, peo 7O-72—~ 
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the sermon should be relatively short, with many illustrations, 

unc the orescher should stress life and health rether then 

scem pre-occupicd with deuth; nurrative texts from the gospels 

are best because they are more eusily remembered. One point 

be mokes regurding the use of Lew end Gospel beurs repeating: 

AS Necessuery os the Law is we must not over-emphasize 
it; we must preach about sin, but where there is a 
realization of sin our oreaching should be on the 
subject of forgiveness of sin . . e« « It should not 
be our purpose to further crush the sinner who is al-= 
ready crushed by a feeling of guilt... . in this 
connection I 6m thinking oarticulerly of mental 1 
patients whe are suffering from 6 feeling of depression. 0 

Chaplains must elso keep in mind the employees of an instit-= 

ution, particularly if they reside there. It is the duty of 

the chaplain to serve thelr spiritual needs. Services ought 

to be planned und held accordingly. One writertt Graphically 

Gescribed this responsibility: 

It is his task as chaplain to minister to tne entire 
hospital steff in regular opportunities for worship 
énd dedication that will remind each health worker 
that he too stands for Someone who cares, until the 
atmosphere of the hospitel is charged with deepening 
concern and personal interest in euch sufferer, and 
the putient is gathered from impersonal institution= 
slism into the friendly family circle of loving, syn- 
pathetic cere. It is true that every hospitul worker 
e&éres for the sick or he would not be there, but in 
the haste of the many and the monotony of the routine 
ons inevitably loses thet perspective unless someone 
like & devoted chuplain moving in and out among the 
wards renews one's deeper religious devotion to his 
fellow men. 

  

1OIbid., Dd. 75. 

llgohnson, op. cit., p. 206. 
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In addition to publie worship services, the chaplain 

ministers to the sick in groups through the following media: 

Ward services, Sunday School and Biblo classes, perhaps 

Occésional recreational gatherings, and so on. 

Basic Principles of Pastoral vare 

The preceding section has indicated the ufore-mentioned 

Recessity of ministering in accord. with the proper aims and 

methoas. The present section, too, under-scores this sate 

necessity. 

The pustor ministering to the sick is the representative 

or God, sent by sim to care for individuul poodle wao are each 

Precious in iiis sight, created by Him, redeemed by the life 

and death of His only Son, and sanctified by His Holy Spirit 

through the means of grace. ‘Thus the basic principle of 

pastoral carve is that the pastor serve the apiritual needs of 

the patient, bringing to him the resources ut his disposal-- 

particularly the Word of God, the sacraments, and prayer. 

Ths privilese us well as the responsibility of his work 

ought to be clearly before the pastor. Hs should make every 

effort to fulfill his high calling. To him are entrusted 

many people who are priceless in God's sighte His work ought 

to cull forth the best that is in him. To that end he must 

study and learn und keep growing personally. and theology 

must ever be his main study, for his tusk is to bring people 

to God and God to peovle. 
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The focus 1s on the individual patient in pastoral care 

f of the sick. Ths ministering clergyman must recognize the os 

Value of the individual, und 411 of his ministrations must be 

individualized. He must realize that every individual is 

different, and that his service must be varied accordingly. 

Cousequently, the pustor endeavors to understend the individ= 

ual und his needs and problems at any particuler times. He 

Will proceed curefully in ministering to him, ullowing for 

his physical condition and being duly cuutious in identifying 

Sins of the putient. He will preserve the confidentiality of 

all his work with the sick.   any of these ideals, here sketched hurriedly, are 

Gependent on the use of good interviewing techniques. That 

the pastor use good techniques of interviewing may be consid- 

ered a@nother principle of pustoral cure. Such techniques are 

discussed in the section to follow. 

General Techniques of Sick Calls 

The muterial to be presented here is rougaly organized 

under the following categories: the vustor's own self; tuking 

initlative in sick culls; frequency and duration; common sense 

in the sick-room; and interviewing techniques. 

Uertuin aspects about the pustor himself are important in 

&® consideration of the techniques Of sick célls. He ougat to   
have udequate knowledge and skills, for cxumple, it is helpful 

if he knows something about the nature of the sickness of the  
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particular patient (although this is not absolutely necessery). 

His appearance is important. Several writers offered the 

Temindsr thet the pastor ought always be cleen and nest, in 

every respect & Christian gentlemen. Some writers suggest that 

the pastor wear something which will quickly identify him as a 

clergymen, for example, a clerical collar. Others express the 

Opinion that this may have negative results with certain 

patients. In addition, this depends on the custom within the 

denominetion and congregution, us well as the personal taste 

of the minister. The ettitude end emotional resections of the 

visiting parson are also important. ‘The pustor's mood, said 

Several writers, should be serious, hopeful, confident, prop= es 
erly sympathetic, und friendly. His whole demeanor must vary 

in accord with euch particular sick call. ‘This means that he 

must be sufficiently self-disciplined to “shift the gears of 

=i his emotions" es he goes from one patient to the next. 

We usually have a “carryover mood" from our lest csil. 
Paticnits who ars in the depths of despair do not app- 
reciste a minister who breezes in with & broad smile 
and begins the converssticn with superfici«ul airiness. 
One of the hardest things we have to do is to immed- 
ia tely sense where the patient is emoticnélly upset 
end thon to seek to udupt our mood to his. If he is 
cheerful and gay it is all right for us to be the 
same, but if he is morose and “sud he must sense our 
complete understanding and sympathy with him. In 
other words &s we leave one room to go to another 
we shift the gears of our emoticons into neutral and 
decide what our next mood shall be only after we 
have seen the next patient.12 

  

  

l2srenger 4. Viestberg, “Pastoral Counseling in the 
dospitel Miaistry, " Prooaeding 5 of the Associated Lutueran 
Sharities (1933), p. bo.
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Another writer warns that the task of listening to the 

troubles of others is very exheusting; “it can even be a@larm=- 

ing, for feur is infecticus."15 He declares that the pastor 

must extend some sympathy, but must do this carefully. ‘The 

need for this balance he vividly vortrays: 

But the minister must not identify himself too closely 
in terms of emotion with the person who seeks his uid, 
or the Latter will oull tue minister down into the pit 
oe which Geliverance is being sought in the interview. 
hes will be two depressed, cr even defeated, people 

iaatena of one. The kind of interview envisaged is emoe 
tlonully intimate. « story may be told which bas been 
locked up in another personality for yeseurs. If the mine 
ister is not careful he will find his own personality 
Gnotionully invaded: a process so exhausting that he 
lay be rendered unfit to give the maximum nelp. However 
synlputhetic and sensitive he may be, the minister, so 
to sut it, must stey on the edge of the pit, with only 
& rope of understanding attached to the one he seeks to 
u6ip.e ‘hen, groduully, fe can puli tus troubled soul 
out of the pit of despéir. Otherwise the minister's 
very sylisutay may render him useless to help énother. au 

in addition to veing inteilectuaily und emotionally competent 

tO minister to the sick, the pastor must keep himself spirite 

ually and ohysically fit. That the pastor must keep growing 

in his own Ghristian faith is self-evident and cunnot be dis= 

cussed here. Severul writers suggest that the pustor cought 

is well. This is a : “. not call on the sick unless he hiusel? 

matter of defining and determining degrees of health und is @ 

matter for the decision of the pestor at e@ purticuler vine. 

Certeinly the pastor who visits the sick must teke adequate 

  

I3isesiic D. Jektherhead, Psychology Heligion and Heali 

(New York: Abingdon-Cokesbur ury Press, tat}, Dae Woe 
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precéutions in the case of contagicus disease, not only for 

his own suke, but also for the welfare of others upon whom he 

célls and his own fumily. Severul writers offer spscific 

sugeestlons ewlong these lines, for example, to be careful 

about shaking hunds with the sick. +5 

The question of initiative in calling on the sick needs 

to be considered by the pustor. There may be times when he 

should not visit o particular petient, while at other times 

he should. The question of whether or not the pastor should 

wait to bs summoned to the sick=room is adequately discussed 

by Heuch, 16 who concludes thst the pastor should not always 

wait until he has been summoned to visit & member of his con- 

gregution. He offers & number of reusons for this opinion, 

for examplc, the fact that such visiting is the officiel duty 

of the pestor. Sometimes it may be best if the pastor waits 

temporarily, until he is asked to visit. Certainly, the 

bastor "respects the rights" of patients und their personel 

privucy. But some writers over-emphusize this and forget that 

the pastor has also vitel responsibilities. In some cuses a 

paustor’s reluctance to take initiative may be due orimerily 

to his qin fears and uneasiness regarding sick culls or some 

specific call in particular. Initiative in the case of sick 

persons who are not members of the pustor’s congregation is a 

  

155ee Fritz, Op, cit., ». 175 and Nolan B. Hsrmon, Min- 
isterial Ethics and Btiquette (New York: sbingdon-Cokesbury 
Press, 1950), pe 10S. also Blackwood, op. cit., p. lll. 

f. 

1609. cit., pp. 12-22. 
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somewhat different matter ond will be considered subdsequently.2? 

What is to be said of the frequency end duration of sick 

calls? The common practice is to visit according to the sev= 

erity of the illness. The more seriously sick the patient, 

the more frequently the pastor visits. John H. C. Fritz, 

Whose opinion seems in accord with that of others, writes: 

Thut depends upon the nature and the seriousness of 
the lillness. in very sericus causes, when a patient 
suffers much physicai pein and is spiritually much 
disturbed, or when death is imminent, the pastor 
ougnt to call daily or even twice a day or still 
oftener; in less serious c&ses, two or three times 
& week; in ordinary end chronic cases once a week 
will suffice. it the beginning of an illness the 
pastor ought to cull at frequent intervels and less 
frequently as the putient convalesces.18 

Duration of s single visit will also very, depending on the 

situetion. An hour-long interview with a well person is gen- 

erully considered about the maximum desirable; the time spent 

with & sick pexson will ordinarily be less. Consideretion 

must be given to his physicul condition. The literature 

suggests a usual renge of from two to thirty minutes. Meany 

writers warn against tiring tho sick. 

Some of the writers on the subject of visiting the sick 

include sections they label “common sense in the sick-roon." 

Some of this material is here summarized. The pastor must 

co-operate with all those responsible for the bodily welfare 

  

1L7tnrra, 

18op. cit., pe 1é8l. 
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of the paticnt.2? All his work must be done within the rules 

of the hospital. Before visiting.a patient he should learn 

of his general condition from the nurse in charge, and he 

should sceure her permission before passing through eny closed 

doors. Once in tne room even though he will not remain long, 

he should be culm end leisurely in speech and action. He 

should stand or sit in such a position thet he ean converse 

with the patient without causing him any discomfort. He should 

try to aveid sueh obvious mistakes us kicking the bed or leune= 

ing upon it, und knocking over water containers. The regular 

visiting hours qa’ the patient usually offer the best opport= 

unity for the pastor to esll. Otherwise, the patient's rest 

may be disturbed. If the patient has other visitors in the 

room who do not leave after the pastor has entered, it is 

sonctimes best for the dustor to leuve end return leter. Vis-   iting during the patient's mealtime is to be avoided. The 

pastor should carefully avoid offering any opinions concerning 

the patient's diagnosis or prognosis; neither should he give 

any "medicel advice" even when it is requested and he is 

tempted to offer it. Put negatively, one principle the pastor 

should follow is thut he do no harm in his visit. This meens 

simply practicing canmon sense and «voiding such blunders &s 

describing to a patient the woes and troubles of someone else. 

Several writers caution tho minister to be c&reful in calling 

  

19pnis is considered further, under "Teamwork," Infra.
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on women patients.“ This matter is most adequately discussed 

by Cabot ond Dicks®1 wno write of the two--pastor und petient-- 

who must alweys bs facing a Third, and that is God. Lengthy 

discussions of these and similar practical hints are offered 

in much of the literature.”* 

Good interviewing techniques must be employed by the 

purson who wishes to visit the sick successfully. Much hes 

been written on the subject of interviewing.”° Here some of 

the most sertinent material is outlined. 

ageinst the brouder framework of an over-all plan for all 

bastoral cells, the minister should plen his sick calls, and 

within this narrower sphore he must plan in some way for euch 

specific cull. Such prayerful preparation is necessary if 

the pester is to do his best. Cabot and Dicks@“ make a strong 

cuse for it. 

Spontaneity is splendid if you have it, whether in 
sermons, prayers, after-dinner speeches, or visits 

  

20 ror exumple, see lritz, od. cite, pp. 175-174, 201l- 
204, Also Hermon, op. cite, pp. 100-102. 

®leichard C. Cabot and Russell L. Dicks, The Art of 
Ministering to the Sick (New York: The MacHillaun Compuny, 

9 DDe 172-177. 

7 ®2me reader may consult ee Soe Bara acumen Ke 
oung, The Pastor's Hospitel Ministr ashy. e, Tennessee: 

Broadman Press, 1054), ppe 52 f. murmon, op. cit., p. 104. 
Russell L. Dicks, You Came Unto Me (Durham, North Carolina: 
Duke University, 1951), pp. 12 f. Cabot and Dicks, op. cit., 
Pde 20-44. 

®Sthe field of scelal work, ulons, hés produced & vust 
quantity of litereture on this subject, including entire books. 

@4on. cite, 0. 162. 
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to the sick. But why sacrifice everything to 4 spon- 
tensity which in the end you don't achieve? The habit 
of meking no preparation for uw visit is popular bec- 
“use it saves trouble. Original sin makes us hide our 
léziness behind reverence for a spontuneity which rarely 
comes off. lie try to depend on it beckuse we dread the 
labor of preparation. “Preparo sverything that you find 
you cannot do well without. prepuretion,” is us sound a 
naxim for the minister as it is for the baseball pleyer 
or the piunist. Most ministers prepure their Sunday 
sermons. It is quite as essential to prepare for = 
visit to the sick. Only when experience has proved that 
preparation hampers or upsets us should it be discarded. 

hpprosching a ostient who is in bed is different from init- 

isting an interview with a parishioner who comes to see the 

pastor in his office. In the latter cuse there is usuully 

sOme problein the purishioner has come to discuss. But, as 

some Writers are careful to point out, not every sick person 

is to he considered &# "problem cése™ and the pastor is not to 

&pproach him as thoush he were. Some very specific suggeste   ions are available in the literature regarding the approuch 

to the patient.#5 

an importent principle of interviewing is to “begin where 

the patient is," that is, with his situation and concerns.76 

One aspect of this is to heave some idea of the physicel con- 

Giticn of the patient. This muy be gained by previously cone 

sulting with the nurse (though she is not authorized to revel 

di&gnoses), und by observing the putient end the room upon 

entering. The pastor will also probably ask the patient how 

  

25see Fritz, op. cit., pp. 177 f. 

“26see Cabot and Dicks, op. cit., Chapter XTII, pp. 176 f. .     
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he is feeling. However, sevsral of the writers strongly ad- 

vise the pastor never to ask & women patient about the nuture 

of her ailment. 

The reletionship between the pastor and patient is very 

important. Much literuture today stresses the need for rap- 

port, & relationship in which the patient frecly reveals his 

concerns to one whom he trusts. Both pastor and oatient must 

be at least reusonubly at euse with one another in order to 

achieve this. If the visiting pastor is not previously known 

to the petient, he must first identify himself and the reason 

for his visit.?” To some extent, a good relutionship between 

the pastor and putient depends on tle ability of the pastor 

to accept the patient as 4 person. ‘This dces not mean that 

the pastor is to ignore sin, but 1t does mean that when he 

&pplies Law he does so in a loving way. His attitude will 

reflect the acknowledgment that he knows himself to be & sinner 

too, plus his constant love for the patient. For the pastor 

never brings only the Law, but always is ready to offer the 

Gospel to repentant sinners. A less important espect of this 

&cceptunce is the pastor's ubility and willingness to accept 

fully the satient's physical sonddtien, not being shocked or 

upset or repulsed by it. The relationship between pustor and 

Daticnt is, at best, a “professicnsl” one. This means that 

  

279ne pastor should always identify himself first, even 
if he hus met the petient before. In his weakened condition 
the patient may forget, but it would serve no purposa to 
remind him of nis ruiling. 
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both understund and act on the assumption that the pastor is 

there to serve the patient and the interview will center upon 

him and his needs. Such matters as the pastor's own operation 

of two yesrs previous ordinarily have no place in the inter- 

View. ‘Thsre are a large number of other facets to this crucial 

element of reletionship, for exemple, the patient's dependence 

on the pastor,"8 put they cannot be included in this study. 

The art of questioning is another important element of 

6004 interviewing. Litercture abounds on this subject, too, 29 

auong other things, the questions should be carefully chosen 

and formulated, few, simple, sufficiently specific. 

Other skills helpful to the pastor in interviewing the 

Sick arc frequently mentioned in the literature, They cannot 

be trestcd ot length here. Such skills include these: listen- 

ing; the use of quiet; observation; empathy; sensitivity; end 

the ebility to interpret. The reader is referred to the lite 

erature for discussion of such skills.50 

4Also amply treated in the literature is the role of non- 

directive interviewing in contrast to directive. Many toduy 

agree that the method developed by Carl Rogers has some value 

  

2Sror instance, see Cabot and Dicks, op. cit., pp.» 172-177. 

2Svery helpful is the discussion in Heuch, op. cit., 
pp. 47 f. 

S0cabot and Dicks’ book, op. cit., contsuins most of this 
material, See also Rollo Mey, tho Art of Counseling (New York: 
Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 1939) and Bdward J. Mehnke, Minist- 
ering to Those in Stress (Unpublished Bachelor's Thesis, Con- 
cordia Seminary, Saint Louis, May, 1949). 
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for the pastor, but must not be used to extremes. It scems 

to this writer that Seward Hiltner's book®! illustrates the 

use of non-Girective interviewing to an extent that Lutheran 

theology and Lutheran pastors could not accept. ‘This will be 

amplified subsequently.¥" 

Much more could be saiG about interviewing as a general 

technique of the pastor's sick calls, but it cérrics the 

Present Giscussion too fur from the busic aim of this study. 

Only three more facets of interviewing will be noted here. 

The pastor visiting the sick ought to “follow the thread" 

of the concerns und conversation of the patient, responding to 

his feelings and the thoughts most meaningful to him, rather 

then to every literul word. Sometimes it is difficult to con- 

clude &n interview successfully. But this is no legitimete 

Tetson for letting it continue on and on. Nolan B. Harmon 

has this to say about the matter: 

There is an urt in leaving properly, and “retreating 
in good order," to use a military term. This holds 
in the sickroom as well as other places. Some paste 
ors never master this urt, and either breuk away with 
& “thenk-heaven-thut's-over" air, or they sit and sit 
und mention the fact tiet they are sorry, but it really 
is time to go, und sit some more, and finally drag 
themselves out as though apologizing for casting such 4 
Gloom over the room 4s to leave it. if it is time to 

60, suy so und go. 

  

Slpastorel Counseling (New York: Abingdon-Gokesbury 
Press, 1949). 

“2see the discussion of the "Use of Psychology," “Use of 
the Word,” and "Prayer," Infra. 

55 op. cit., Dp. 105. 
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Though this is an over-simplification, it is ¢ useful 

suggestion. Finally, the visiting pastor should keep some 

sort of record of the interviews he has. ‘This will be con- 

sidered sepurutesly in subsequent discussion.”* 

Ths Use of Fsychology 

In currying out the tusk of visiting the sick, the pastor 

makes use of whatever seems helpful to him of 411 the knowledge 

éccumulated by humen thought end exnerience. The findings of 

bsychology ure of particular velue. It is used by the ministe 

ering pastor in ell of his work, earticularly in diagnosing the 

petient’s spiritual condition. Here we shall briefly consider 

the use of psychology under the following topics: its improper 

use; and its proper use, purticularly as an aid to diagnosis. 

Psychology is used improperly when it alone is ccunted 

adequate to provide an understanding of the nature of men or 

when it alone is used to minister to men. Many people, many 

péstors, are today making these mistakes. But we are dependent 

upon the revelation of Serintures for en understanding of the 

neture of man. ‘There are some things «bout man, for example, 

his original sin, which are not amenable to scientific invest- 

igaticn. The pastor must channel the means of grace to people 

if he is to serve their spiritugl nsetis; to use only psychology 

is to remuin on man's level. Ths abuse of the concept of none 

  

S4;nfra. 
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Girective interviewing hus already been mentioned®5 and is an 

exemple of the use of psychology alone in serving the sick. A 

number of writers warn ugainst going to extremes in using 

psychology, gctting caught up in a current fad, and becoming 

poor "“osychiatrists" rether thun competent clergymen. °5 Sone 

writers who err warn against anything thet seems to be moral- 

izing or ccereing the cetient.57 Ageinst this mistake, others 

rightly address such words es these: "There can be no minimiz- 

ing of dogmatic truths or soft-pedeling of moral principles."58 

Others correctly ussert that "the work cf the Holy Spirit is 

supernatural and cannot be accomplished, even if the end 

results appear to be the sume, by & progrem of psychological 

counseling. "99 é good summary of the improper use of psych- 

Ology, ancé also its proper use, is offered by John Sutherland 

Bonne11; 49 

esse es se eee 

LA 

“Ssunrs Be 776 Sennen 2 

58see the quotation from Wise, Supra, p. 64. Frederick 
R. Xnubel, Pastoral Counselit (Philadelphia: liuhlenberg 
ress, 1952], po. 6 » pp. 6 I. Giscusses the abuse of non-directive 
theory. An exumple of this abuse may be found in Hiltner, 
Op. cit., pp. 55-79. 

S’see Hiltner's, op. cit., p. 53. 

S8yumes He Fone ere and Robert P. Odenwald, Psychiatr 
and Catholicism (New York: MeGraw-iiill Book Ganpenye tae 

52), pe 209. 

S9vehnke, the Institutional Chaplaincy--Function and 
Purpose, De 49. e 

4052 storal Psychiatr (New York: Harper & Brothers 
Publishers, 1958), p. 
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The pressure of clumant human needs has driven a 
great muny ministers to the study of psychology and 
psychiatry, but, if the interest on the part of 
Christien ministers in these new sciences will 
result only in transforming pestors into fourth-rate 
psychiatrists, then we shall be guilty of making 
hnuisences of ourselves und of doing ineffectually 
what scientificully truined men can do fur better. 
We should ulways remember and never dure to forget 
that we are umbissadors of Christ entrusted with a | 
hinistry to the spirit and indirectly to the mind | 
and body--<u ministry which, therefore, necesssrily 
g0es beyond the practice of the psychiatrist or tie 
physician. And since this is true, we should endeavor 
to keep abreust of the constantly expunding knowledge 
of the humun mind and its workings, so that we may 
curry On this ministry with greater efficiency and 
less expenditure of time and energy. 

liowever, the pastor must use psychology, for, as 

H. Guntrip writes, it 

e - e is the indisnensably necessary equipment for all 
who heve to deal with people and their needs and 
troubles . . . e« The Churches should particularly note 
thet, in duys when so many other professions are 
seriously studying osycholcogical science, the minister 
who is ill-equipped in this respect will find himself 
outside the intellectual world of his time.41 

  
Psychological knowledge will enuble the ministering pastor 

to gein a better understanding of the onw he serves, us 

well as to serve him better by more skillful interviewing. 

Sometimes psychology is very useful in cletring away what 

appear to be obstacles to the entrance and Tull ectivity 

of the Holy Spirit. It is useful 4s an aid to the pastor 

in better understanding himself? and so becoming better 

able to serve others. Though these and other proper uses 

  

*losychology for Ministers and Social jlorkers (London: 
Independent Press ID, 1950),pp. 20-24.  
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of psychology are obvious, perhaps its greatest contribution 

is made in its use us an uid to diagnosis. 

The disgnosis made by the pastor as he visits the sick, 

on both the descriptive and explanatory levels, is an effort 

to disccver the spiritual condition of the patient. Pri- 

marily it reises the question us to whether or not the 

patient.is a regenerate Christian; secondarily, it seeks 

to ascertain the patient's “level of sanctification," the 

point in Christian life und growth &t which the patient is 

at the perticular time, with his strong and weak points. 

its «im is to enable the pastor to know how he is to serve 

the putient most effectively, perticulerly whether he is 

to euphusize Law or Gospel, und the specific content of the 

messaze of euch. 

Difficulties in such diagnosis are obvious. The 

spiritusl condition of a person, his relation to God, is 

& difficult object of ancther's study. The pastor must 

proceed carefully before drewing conclusions, which always 

remain at least some what tentative. Our knowledge of such 

matters as the role of the unconscious, psychosomatic 

aspects, and the question of what criteria the pastor may 

validly employ all make us well aware of the difficulties 

of this kind of deagnosis. Besides such things, the patient 

may muks it more difficult by refusing to co-operate. 

Though he permits a doctor to diagnose his physical condi- 

tion he may be unwilling to permit the pastor to diagnose 

his spiritual condition.  
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In many instances the sick do not of their own 
accord give the pastor any insight whatever into 
their spiritual condition. In fact, they muy 
tuke offense when they reulize that he is trying 
to get them to disclose the condition of their 
soul. Often they seek, with more or less conscious 
hypocrisy, to lead him on the wrong track in regard 
to their actual heart-relation to God. Many sick 
persons ere of the opinion that their bodily 
misery demunds thut they be consoled . .. . How- 
ever, instesd of speaking thus, the pastor probably 
begins to ask them questions--serious, seurching 
questions, which would have made them feel uncom 
forteble at any time, but which in their present 
weak condition ure utterly unbesrable. One reuson 
“by these questions are not well received is that 
they create in the scul an uneasiness which muy aggra- 
vute the sickness. 

Difficult though it mey be, this diagnosis must be done, 

for much the same reasons that a doctor uust first diugnose 

the putient’s physicul condition. "Even au doctor, despite 

the most thorough diagnosis, may be mistaken about a cuse; 

but no one would on that account say that he should dispense 

with the diegnosis."*% euch clearly shows the necessity 

of making a Gisgnosis when he writes: 

. 
The pustor has « right, und is in duty bound to do 
everything in his power, to gain a clear insight into 
the individual's spiritual condition; for only then 
can he bring @ message that fits the exact needs of 
that person. « . « God. . - has in reality one 
message for the penitent and another for the impen- 

é itent. = 

The pustor would do well to keep certain Biblical 

S5tpid., p. 41. 

=4Ipid., pp. 50-ul. 
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coctrines in mind «es he Giugnoses. These include the 

following: justificution; fuith (for exemple, its nature); 

g00d works (the "good tree” concept, problem of criteria, 

judging the motives und not only the externul acts); sin 

(difficulties in identifying, impossibility of enumoréting) ; 

dual nature of the Christian life. Psychologicel insights 

such 4s the following muy ulso be helpful: the pastor ; 

must individuelize; personulity is very complex; 411} behavior 

is purposive; diagnosis is a continuous, on-going process; 

treatment is inevitebly interrelated with diagnosis; change 

is constantly tuking pluce in the patient und his situation;   the person doing the diugnosing, that is, the relationship 5 

between pustor und putient, is ulso important. 

This discussion, besides that ulready presented con- 

cerning the generul techniques of sick calls, hes pointed 

to netnods the pustor muy use in diagnosing. » Hsre we shull }   briefly enumerate some of them: “beginning where the pationt 

is"; trying to maintain objectivity; assembling information; 

Gcining rupnort; letting the patient telk; “following the 

thresd" of the patient's concern, especivlly his fellings, 

rather than only his words; observ.tion; professional relation- 

ship; the art of questioning;*9 acceptance; and the formula- 

  

“5rbid., pp. 47 ff. Heuch offers excellent suggestions 
here, for example, that the psstor see whether or not the 
patient is conscious of specific sins and that the pestor 
ask only questions about things that belong to the exper= 
ience of all Christians. 
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tion of tentative, working hypotheses. One writor offers 

the useful suggestion that when the patient refuses to be 

comforted the pustor should suspect some unrepented-of sin. 46 

Heuch's suggestion of four ciutegories may be of some value: 

1. Those whom even sickness has not been able to 
urouse from their spiritual aputhy and death. 

2. Those who have besn spiritually ewakened during 
their illness. 

5. Those who were believers prior to their illness, 
but who as yet have had but little Christian 
experience. 

4. Tried uné experienced Christians.*7 

The Use of The Word 

Psychology ulweys must remein en ancilleury “tool” used 

by the pastor in visiting the sick. «As has already been 

domonstrated, the function of the pastor is to bring to the 

sick the meuns of grace through which the Holy Spirit works. 

Hence the wost important tool «hich the pastor is to employ 

is the Word of God, und that means particulerly the Word of 

the Godpel--the good news of the forgiveness of sins through 

faith in Jesus Christ--in its several forms. 

Regurding the necessity of the means of grace, the 

reéder is referred to the theological literature of The 

Lutheran Church--Missouri Synod. Here it is sufficient to 

note that the pastor serving unbelieving sick persons 1)1S% 

remember that he is dealing with people who are spiritually 

  

4GTritz, op. cit., p- 180. 

47yeuch, op. cit., De. 59.     
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dead in God's sight, for which the only remedy is the life- 

Giving Spirit who comes only through the Word of the Gospel. 

#150 in the c:se of the regenerate, the Gospel remeins the 

means by which the spiritual life is nourished and strengthened. 

1 bring the Gospel to the sick must always be the busic 

tass of the ministering pastor, regardless of the opinion 

of those entrenced by any seculeér fad. 

iow can the yustor carry out this task? Briefly, we 

shall note some methods. The pastor muy speak the Word, 

whether he recites Bible passuges from memory, reads from 

the Bible, or expresses the Gosvel in his own terminology. 

He will probably do this on most of his sick calls, but not 

hecesserily all, for sonetimes the situation is such that it 

is best if he does not. Some of the writers urge thet the 

béstor huve some sort of plan in advance, perhaps some Bible 

passszes in mind which he might use. If the visit itself 

indicates © chunge of pluns he can und should adapt himself 

to the situation. Some writers rightly recomuend that the 

pastor be ulert to the particular situation and present the 

Word in & manner appropriate to the patient's background and 

present needs and desires.*8 Common sence and the proper 

use of psychology will help the pustor successfully to 

  

/ Bse6 Cubot und Vicks, op. cit., chapter AVII and also 
Hiltner, op.cit., pp. 2062 ff. ‘Some writers, including 
liiltner, err In overestressing the desires of the patient. 
Yor one thing, patients may not desire to hear the Law, 
but it remains the pastor's duty to proclaim it. 
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communicate the Word to the patient. For instance, it is 

ordinarily better to weave the Word into the conversation 

father netureliy, and to discuss it with the patient, rather 

than to suddenly produce « Bible and read & portion ofit. 

In using the Word the pastor must think of both Law 

and Gospel, and he must properly distinguish between them 

4s he ministers to the alok: 

ee « hot uw Groep of evangelical consolation is to 
be brought to those who ere still living securely 
in their sins. On the other hand, to the broken- 
hearted not u syllable containing & threat or 
rebuke is to be uddressed, but oniy promises 
conveying consclation and gruce, forgiveness of 
sin ond righteousness, life and sulvetion. 

|The bestor must clways use both Law and Gospel because it 

is only through the Law that an unrogenerate putiont can 

leern that he is a sinner, in need of the Gespel. The 

regenerate patient, too, needs the Law because he is Slways 

“simul iustus et peccutor™ and can also profit from the 

"third use of the Law." ‘Then, when the patient is "ready" 

for it, the nestor brings him the Gospel. As has slready 

been pointed out, one of the major purposes of the dlagnosis 

of the patient's spiritual condition is to learn whether 

the Law or the Gospel is to be emphasized in the sick calle 

The pustor must determine uhether or not the patient i 

"peady" for the Gospel; if he is not his tusk is to proclaim 

  

49o. W. Ae tialther, Low and Gosvel (St. Louis: Con- 
cordia Publishing iiouse, i329), De 102. The entire book is 

pertinent and is recomuended for further stucy of this 

topic. 
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the Law to him in order to lead him to this point. If he 

is, the pestor then procluims the Gospel. 

Use of the Sacraments 

It was said that the most important tool which the 

pastor is to employ is the Word of the Gospel in its several 

forms. The present topic considers two such forms, Baptism 

and the Lord’s Supper. 

Lutheran theology and the principles of its pastoral 

theology must dixect the pastor in his use of the sucranents 

in ministering to the sick. Most of this material must be 

Onitved here. 

again, comaon sense und »ysyehology help the pustor in 

bis use of the sacruments. iiltner5® affords the reminder 

that the putient and his needs at the time must be taken 

into account. «side from the spiritual blessings conveyed 

by the sucrsments, there may also accrue to the patient 

psychological end even physical benefits. This is pointed 

cut in some of the litersture and is to be expected in the 

light of our knowledge of psychosomatic medicine. ‘Such “tem- 

norel™ benefits ure not to be ignored or minimized; but 

neither are they to be exalted above the spiritual, for the 

basie function of the sacraments is to convey spiritusel bene= 

fits.51 

  

50 diitner, op. cit., p. 2&4. 

51 : t ©») pDe 72-756 stieve, op. Gi 
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The literuture offers soine pructicaul suggestions for 

the use of the sucraments in iinistering to the sick.5® 

For instance, one writer suffests that baptism be stressed 

On Meternity wurds. He offers two helpful tips concerning 

the Supper: thet it is a good practice to give it to all 

the sick of u congregation on the seme ufterncon following 

its eslebration in the morning worship service; that private 

Gomminion be planned and prepared curefully in edvence both 

with the patient und with the nurse (who will, for exauple, 

sce thet the putiont is at his best at the designeted time). 

The reader is referred to the literature for further nuterial 

on this subject. 

The Use of Prayer 

| Tho usual sick cull by a Lutheran pustor includes conver- 

sition, Scripture, und prayer, «us & minimum. jiriters ununin- 

ously ugree ou the importance of prayer in this work. «and it 

is indeed an essentiul and valuable tool, one of the unique 

resources of the pustor, Nevertheless, the pastor should 

ry
 uvoid the mistakes of either thinking of prayer us a sucrament 

2 as but & useful paychologicsl device. 

Pruyer is an «ct of worship in which one or more Christe 

uns address themselves to God in praise, confession, thunks- 

Glving, intercession, or petition. This char cteristic of & 

  

Sérpia,—see-ciso Fritz, op. cit., pp. 182-165. test- 
berg, Ode cit., PDpe 59-41. 
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One-way communicetion with God is basic; it is not to be 

lost sight of und the prayer allowed to became only & means 

whereby the pastor comforts or instructs the patient. 

The literature abundantly affirms the need and value 

of prayer, as does ulso Scripture with numerous examples. 

Cabot und Dicks”’© suy: 

Prayer is the minister's greatest single method in 
work with the sick. It is not the one he will use 
most often, or the one which should be most helpful 
to him in understanding his task. Preyer is the method 
which is most sutisfactory in extreme crises; that 
which may be gcined through it is most needed in the 
sickroon ut all times; it is uniquely the minister's 
Sreatest method. 

Further documentation seems unnecessary, though the value 

of having someone else praying in the presence of the patient 

is cited by Dicks“ and this point may interest the reader. 

Prayer, especially the prayer which is prayed by 
one stunding beside us who is free from the heat 
of the suffering, reminds us of the things we have 
forgotten end eauses us to relax our desires into 
Gre: ter Desires than our own. It helps us to gain 
perspective and see that the limited vision we hzxve 
of ourselves is not the whole of living. Prayer 
helos us to trust the world in which we live; to trust 
the people about us, the chairs upon which we sit, 
the ground on which we walk, the day with its work 
end the night that gives us rest. Especially it 
helvs us as we see other trusting people who pray. 
When all this is said and done there is still much 
of mystery in prayer. 

ve shall briefly consider some of the methods in the use 

of prayer. ‘There is first the question of when the pastor 

5Sop. cit., D. 254. See their chapter XVI, also. 

Strussell L. Dicks, Pustoral Work and Personal Counseling 
(New York; ‘he MeacMillun Company, 1945), p. 164. 
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should pray with the sick. One or two of the writers of 

the literuture consulted for this thesis suid that the 

Dastor ought to have at lesst a short preyer at each visit. 

The vust mujority, and this seems cleurly preferable, stseted 

the belief thet this matter should vary, depending on the 

Situation. Usually the pastor will pray, but not alwuys, 

end he certainly should not feel himself under some sort 

of legulistic compulsion to vray at each visit. Rather, he 

should prey as he is led te by the Holy Spirit.“ Nevertheless, 

&S-one writer pointed -out, it is better to err in the 

direction of praying too often rether then too seldom. In 

this connection it should be noted that ordinurily the 

Dastor should tuke the initiative in praying in the sick- 

Toon. Sometiies the putient will request it, but sone 

Patients may hesitate to do so .nd yet greatly desire it. 

Still others muy simply expect the pustor to tuke the initia- 

tive in such a matter. So the pastor ought to do 40, making 

some suggestion such as "Will you join me in prayer?" or 

“Yould you like me to have a vrayer with you?" (to which 

the patient cun herdly reply negatively). ‘The péstor, then, 

leads in praying at the sick-bed us the particular situation 

seems to direct. He also needs to time his prayer carefully, 

fitting it in at the proper time. 

Various suggestions muy be made us to the “how” of 

prayer at the sickbed. The pastor's mood shculd be calm 

and confident. The prayer should be in terms of the part- 

icular patient und situation. Hence it will often be ex corde,  
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though written prauyers have un important place too. ‘The 

consensus of opinion among the writers muy be well summurized 

in the words of Hiltner,° 5 who wrote: “The form und content 

of uw prayer should be consistent with the troubled parish- 

ioner's trudition und experience in the Christian life.” 

«nother practicul suggestion is suposlied by Stieve: 56 

There may be situstions in which you will feel 
it desirable to ussure the putient that you will 
oray for him, und then move on to the next bed, but 
if you pray at his bedside, pray with him, not for 
hin. ‘The need of « sense of fellowship is much 
greater and more desired than a feeling that the 
bétient is the object of someone’s pity or inter=- 
cession. I have cften prayed in the first person 
singular, putting myself in the place of the 
patient und anticinvating his petitions in my pruyer. 
This is net clways «© wise procedure, but has often 
been deeply uppreciated. 

Another writer?’ suys that sometimes a patient is hesitant 

and then “a confessional prayer which lays the whole matter 

before God, when guilt has been suppressed, cun be the best 

therapeutic and preventive agent the pustor hus ut his 

Columund.* Obviously the content of the prayer will depend 

on exact specific cause. The fect thet the pruyer ought alveys 

be conditional, that is, include the concept “according to- 

Thy will," has already been discussed.°S The reader inter- 

ested in further study of the use of prayer as 4 tool of the 

  

SSixiltner, op. cit., p. 194. 

8 on. cit., De 71. 

“59 
R. Young, OD. Cite; De 67. 

S8 supra. 
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Pastor will find much in the literuture,59 

Other Resources 

There are other resources which the pustor may use in 

his visits to the sick. Some of these ure specifically 

religious. Hymns ox hymn stanzas, 4s well es religious 

bocms, may Drovide an excellent means of cormuni cating the 

Word or expressing pr yer. ‘The pronouncement of the bene= 

@iction, perticulurly at the conclusion of 4 visit, mey be 

very helpful. Religious leterature--tracts, mugazines, 

books--may be welcomed by the patient, as well us religious 

pictures. 11 of these resources, of course, cought to be 

used carefully, in accord with the purticuler situation. 

There are other non-religious resources which mey serve 

in u subsidiary fashion to help the pastor minister most 

udequately to the sick. ‘fhe most complete discussion of 

such rescurces may be found in Cabot and Dicks.°° ‘These 

resources include the following: seculer literature, gifts, 

and recreationsl materials of all kinds. Tlese resources, 

also, are to be used with discrimination and always with the 

basic task of the pustor in mind. He is not to replace the 

  

58some suggestions follow. &. Young, op. Git., pp. 66 ff. 
George arthur Buttrick, Prayer (New York: «a ingdon-Cokesbury 

2c Press 1942) e Hermon, o e Pde 105 ff. Hiltner, 

op. eit., pp. 189 ff.’ Gevok end Dicks, op. oit., Chapter XVI. 

S095, cit., Chapter XI, The Minister's Kit-Bag, pp. 159 ff. 
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80cial worker or occupational therapist in this sort of act- 

ivity. Yet, at times, non-religious resources may be very 

useful to the pastor und reél help to the patient. 

This concludes our discussion of the most importunt 

tools used by the pastor in ministering to the sick. 

Lvangelisn 

We turn now to & bricf consideration of the work of the 

pastor in certein specific, erucial situations connected with 

his ministering to the sick. Those situations here singled 

out are the pastor's work with the following: unbelievers; 

pétients submitting to operations; the convalescent and the 

chronicully i113; and the dying. The focus here is on methods 

to be used by the pastor and other comments found in the lit- 

sreture which seem potentially useful. 

Thinking of illness as 4 gracious call by God to the 

unbéliever and recognizing both his own calling as an ambéss- 

ador of Christ end the fuct that illness sometimes renders a 

person more “approachuble" concerning religion, the pastor 

who calls on the sick will certeinly minister to ill unbel- 

jevers us he hus opportunity. However, he will not take 

advuntaze of a person's confinement to a bed to attempt to 

“cram" religion down his throat while he has the opportunity. 

Nor will ne seek to minister, as to unbelievers, to those 

who are already the responsibility of a Christian clergyman. 

Several writers urged that the pastor show friendliness 
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to all in the hospital, perhaps, for example, being sure to 

gfeot everyone on a ward when calling on # particular patient. 

Casual contacts with puticnts and employees, us well as the 

mere fact that patients cun often overhear the conversation 

of & pastor with a patient neurby may ulso leud to opport- 

unities to evangelize. The pastor should try to follow up 

such leads just as in any of his evangelistic work. 

This discussion must suffice for the purposes of this 

thesis. Really, the point is that one aspect of the Christ- 

jun response to sickness is thet the Church ministers to the 

Sick, among whom may be found unbelievers us well as believ- 

ers. ‘fhe reucder interested in further study of this topic 

is referred tc the full Giscussion found in Heuch.61 

Operxutions 

The ministering pestor should remember thut all oper=- 

ations are “major in respect to their meaning to the indiv- 

idual. An operation presents what the writers, with one con- 

sent, regard as « crisis situation. This is, of course, esp=- 

ecielly true in these causes where death is a reél possibility. 

But it may also be true in view of the meaning of the oper- 

ation to the xatient. The elements of fear (purticulerly of 

the unknown), isolation, and dependence on others are strong. 

Writers have pointed cut that the meaning of an operution 

  

6lop. cit., Chapter Three, pp. 65-94.  
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varies according to such factors as the following: the age 

and general churacteristics of the patient; the part of the 

body involved and its significance to tne patient; tie purpose 

and kind of operation, as well as the putient's understanding 

of whet is going to happen to him; the personality of the 

patient and previous experience with hospitals; and so one A 

patient fucing un operation may want to review his life his- 

tory énd express regrets und guilt. Indeed, an operation may 

well constitute @ severe test of a patient's faith. I% is 

self-evident that a pastor can be very helpful at such a time. 

Thus operations present the clergyman with an opportunity 

to be of sorvice. He ought to use the opportunity, adopting 

4s his sims the sume objectives us in any of his work with 

the sick. He is, above ull, God's representative. 

there are specific suggestions in the literatures as to 

how the pastor can best serve before the operation und after-= 

wards. Sefore the operation, he can do such things as the 

following: listen to the patient's confessions and pronounce 

absolution; he supportive over against his feurs and other 

emotional difficulties; prepare him somewhat, intellectually, 

for the operetion; and be present with him to give him cour- 

age by his more presence. Some writers stress the value of 

private Communion. 

Yor spiritual und psychological reasons there is no 
bette: prepareticn for the anticipated ordeal. The 
words of Scrioture or the most ernest prayer may be 
forgotten in great pain or long discomfort, but the 
Holy Gommunion is « concrete fact which the petient 
can remember. The knowledge of ths union between 
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Christ and His believing, suffering child will give 
, reek: the mind, even if the body feels bitter 

However, others warn thut Communion ut such a time might come 

to be thought of by the patient as some kind of magicul guer- 

antee of his recovery. «Another writer cautions the pastor 

agéinst answering such questions us “Is the operation dunger- 

ous?" and "Am I going to die?" ‘The pastor will also have the 

opportunity of serving relatives of the patient, in many cases. 

Sometimes thse pastor is asked by the patient to stay with 

him during the operation. As one writer said, this really is 

ulnesessery end the pestor would do better to remain with him 

Only until the anesthetic has taken effect, and then go to 

weit with the relutives or else use the time to cull on other 

patients. It would, of course, lessen the patient’s confid- 

ence if the pastor told him that he would remain with him 

through the operation, then left, ami the patient later 

learned of it. 

After the operution the patient is concerned about his 

present discomfort or with the unpleéséent espects of the 

treatment. His span of attention will be narrowed. The 

péstor’s task then is to "stand by," seeing the patient in 

frequent, short visits. Gradually the patient will come to 

be more concerned about the problems of major adjustment he 

now faces. 

  

62cari J. Schindler, The Pastor as 4 Personal Counselor 
(Philadelohie: Muhlenberg Press, 1945), pp- 100-101. 
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The reuder desiring further information is directed to 

the bibliography.65 

The Convalescent und Chronically I11 

"The rehabilitation of the twenty-three million disabled 

beople in this country is 4 major medical problem having def- 

inite implications for pustors."6% he period of convales- 

cence is very important, though it seems to be one which is 

in some ways minimized by the medical profession. One writer 

Géclures thut muny doctors lose interest in & petient after 

the acute stuge is past and that medicel research has been 

scent on these problems.®5 ,notner writer groups convalescent 

patients in « hospital into three categories: those just past 

6n &cute illness who will return to mormal life; those recov= 

ered from an illness but left with « physical handicap; those 

who face a future in which only increased pain and death can 

come. Convalescence produces its own problems, for example, 

&n important personality readjustment, serious emotional 

problems, and so on. ‘Tne pastor must understand the patient 

and his problems of depression, loneliness, boredom, over- 

Gepentience, and concern about self. 

  

SSs6e x. Young e Gite, DD. 94 f. Dicks, Pastoral 
work and Personal Gounee1tne f + oes Gite, DD. 35-57% Cabou and 
Dicks, © Op. Git., vhapter 

642, Young, op. Git., pe 98. 

S5car1 Binger, The Doctor's Job (New York: W. i. Norton 
#00; Ino., 1945), pa 17a. 
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There is little in the literature regarding specific 

methods of ministering to the convelescent. In general, they 

would be the sams as with any patient, with the complicating 

factors noted above. 

uch the same is to be said regarding the chronically 

ill. These, and oarticularly the eged, ere the “shut-ins" 

whom mast pustors visit regularly. Nothing need be added here 

Tegerding methods of visiting them, except for the reminder 

that the pustor must consider the personality problems which 

muy arise. The writer found nothing especially significant 

in the literature concerning the pustor's visits to shut-ins. 

One survey indiceted that most pastors do considerable visit- 

ing of shut-ins und thet orgenized groups of laymen were some- 

times used for this purpose aiso.5§ 

The Dying 

"The one greut cbjective of ull the varied ministrations 

of 4 p&’stor in the sickroom is to assist the dying person to 

sum up &11 the experiences of his life in the dying words: 

eae ee ee 

S6xenneth R. Young, Social Services Provided by the Con- 
refations of the Lutherun Church--Missouri Synod in Saint” 

faute During 1956 to Their Aged Members (Unpublished laster's 
hesis, The George .arren Brown School of Social Work, Wash- 

ington University, Saint Louis, June, 1954), pp. 59 f. ‘The 
other references to the problem of shut-ins in the Bibliography 
of this thesis are in R. Young, op. Cite, pp. 98 f. und George 
W. Kautz, Spiritual Cure of Patients in army Hospitals (Unpub- 
lished Bachelor's Thesis, Concordia Seminery, suint Louis, 
December, 1946), p. 20 und Russell L. Dicks, Pastoral Work and 
Persontl Counseling, op. cit., pp. 49-55. 
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“Lord, I thank Thee for Thy aruce $67 Ministering to the 

dying hus long been considered one of the most solemn duties 

of ths pastor. It is Clearly an opportunity for him to serve, 

and to do so us God's representative. Certeinly, this is a 

crisis situation. 

Severe] writers describe in detail the symptoms of the 

Process of dying.©S ‘The pastor should be somewhat familiar 

With these. Nuturally, different patients react differently 

to this crisis situation. Several writers describe what they 

consider to be the ideul mode of conduct on the dart of the 

dying. 69 One writer expresses his own conviction thet many 

Reople nowadays are not ut ull reudy to die.79 It seems 

unnecessary to desecribcs the proper function of the pastor ut 

such & time; howsver, in view of the fact thet some might 

think it is only to comfort the putient and make his departure 

from this life less painful, it should be said that the Christ- 

ian pastor cun comfort only when he is uble to bring the 

Gospel to the patient. He cannot do this in the cuse of the 

unregenerate, but must still proclaim Law. 

What are the methods by which the pastor serves th: dying? 

Lutheran writers stress the fact that he is still to procleim 

  

67i6uch, op. cit., p. 148. 

68ine best of these may be found in Johnson, 28 Cite, 
DP. 256-257. See also Kk. Young, op. cit., pp. 106 f. 

8950, for exemple, Cabot and Dicks, op. cit., p. 299 
and Heuch, op. cit., On page 128. 

70pinger, op. cit., pp. 178-179.  
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the Word of God, and that this means both Lew and Gospel, 

perticularly the latter. They suggest that the pastor speak 

or reud simple, familiar texts which convey Law and Gospel. 

All the writers ure agreed that a dying verson may be able to 

heer whet is s.oken sven after it seems impossible for him to 

do so. Hence they warn that the pestor must not say anything 

Which he does not wish the patient to hear, nor should anyone 

in the room, and thet those present in the room should not 

whisper to cone another. «also, from this fact flows the 

suggestion that the pastor continue to minister to the patient 

even after he thinks that the patient is no longer heering 

him. Muny writers speuk of prayer as being extremely helpful 

ut this time. Writes Senindler:’+ 

The ilinister is usually in 4 much better position 
then the nurse to control violent outbreaks of smotion. 
when death itself hes come, the minister cen gubther 
all the confusion, aespsir, and grief and--by a prayer-- 
trunslaute them into a feeling thet we have not watched 
the last ticks of u clock that hes run down, but the 
return of & soul to its tiedeemer. 

The calminw presence of the clergyman is itself very help- 

ful, write many. CGabot end Dicks emphasize the role of quiet 

presence. ’* Ono writer suggests that the pustor cull on the 

dying 2erson frequently us his illness progresses, und all 

assume thet the pastor will remain close by &s the time of 

deuth sporouches. However, one writer declares that the 

  

7lop. cits, p. 108. 

7209. cit., p. 506.   
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clergymen should not stay around all the time, but should be 

careful to give the relatives a chance to be present and to 

talk with the putient. Russell L. Dicks summarizes the views 

of many ané stresses the importance of the attitudes of the 

minister when he writes: 

In this ministry the clergyman reminds the parishioner 
of what he mey forget, not by what he suys but by his 
presence. Pruyer is his primary method... . Dying 
is 4 lonely experience. ‘Through prayer the parish- 
ioner is helped to realize he is not alone... . 
Dying is & spiritual experience and the way one dies 
is & demonstration of faith and courage. At this 
point more thun at any other the clergyman's own faith 
and quietness of spirit give strength. Especial care 
must be taken by the clergymun to conduct himself in 
& natural, friendly wey . . . guiet, hopeful dignity 
and noise.75 

It sometimes becomes the task of the pustor to tell a 

Patient thut he is dying. Often the patient himself will 

sense the fuct thet he is going to die soon. Sometimes he 

will usk his doctor and will be told that deuth seems to be 

approuching. sometimes his doctor prefers not to tell him. 

In such & cuse the patient may ask other hospital personnel 

or the pustor. het is the pastor to do in such a cuse? 

The literwture offers vuried solutions. Some writers 

séy that the doctor is the one in churge and that the pustor 

must not tell the patient in such a case. Others sey that 

the pastor ought to. Others say that it is the doctor's duty 

to tell & outient this. It is not 4 simple problem, end is 

  

7Spastoral Work and Personal Counseling, op. cit., 
DD. 40=4. e  
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complicated by the fact that doctors differ among themselves 

Concerning the advisubility of telling «© patient that he is 

about to die. The personality of the potential informer seems 

to play en importunt part in the matter, as well us whether 

or not he believes in the resurrection of the body. Moreover, 

patients diffsr as to how they react to such news. In some 

instances, for exumple, & case of heart disease, such news 

hastens his death. Others argue that in most instances the 

patient is uctually worrying ubout this possibility of dexuth 

and it is better to get it out in-the open. 

in general, the putient is the doctor's responsibility. 

lie is the one to decide whether.or not the patient is to be 

told thet he is ubout to die. Other hospitul personnel such 

as nurses and social workers are instructed not to answer such 

& Tequest of & pxetient concerning this matter. They may refer 

the patient to his doctor, und they may even urge the doctor 

to tell the petient, but they ordinerily let it remain in the 

doctor's hands. Or the nurse may suggest that the patient 

Right like to huve her contact his minister. 

It seems to the writer that usually the clergyman would a 

handle the matter in much the same way. Or he may often give 

the honest enswer that he does not know whether or not the 

patient is ubout to die. But there may be times, particulerly 

in the cuse of unbelievers, when he will deem it his respons- 

ibility to inform the patient. (One's responsibility to God    
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always tekes precedence over all other responsibilities.) for 

the prospect of death mey be God's last, most powerful, and 

perhaps successful, call to repentance. Where this is the 

thinking of the clergymen, ideelly, he should mest with the 

doctor so that through discussion they might agree on « way of 

héndling the matter. ‘The pustor should be very sure of him- 

self, which includes the fact that he must have a gcod under- 

standing of the patient. Ultimately, however, in the opinion 

of this writer, the pastor might in un exceptional cuse act 

contrary to the doctor und inform the patient, doing so in the 

belief tikt this mey serve to call nim to repentence and that 

an uncomfortuble departure from this life~-should he persist 

in séying no to God's invitetion--is as nothing compared with 

his fate in the life to come. 

Finally, the pastor serves in the crisis of dying by 

“standing by” the relatives and helping them. «a description 

of this service is irrelevant to this study. The bibliography 

contéins references for further study of this subject. 74 

The reeder interested in further study concerning the 

bastor’s work of ministering to the dying m&éy consult the 

  

74pne following discuss this matter. Cabot and Dicks, 
we Git., Chapter XXIII. kKussell L. Dicks, Pustoral Work and 
ersonel Counseling, op. cit., pp. 41-45. it. Young, op. cite, 

pp. 11L rf. Jonnson, Op. Gite, DD. 255-256. For Luther's 
methods see august Nebs, Luther as Spiritual advisor (Phila- 
delphiu: Lutheran Publication Society, 1694), pp. 157 f. The 
problem of grief has been investigated scientifically; the work 
of Erich Lindemann seems to be the best so far produced. 
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Teamwork With Other Professional Vorkers 

Today’s situation is such that teemwork among the pro=- 

fessionsl workers concerned with the welfare of tie patient 

is & necessity. Neurly all the writers referred to the con- 

Gepts of psychosomatic medicine. ‘This development, more than 

any other single factor, makes co-operation imperative and the 

future is sure to see a still further development a&long these 

lines. 76 The pastor must work with the others on the “health 

team" and he must do so intelligently as well as according to 

God's will. ‘The cleavage which existed between the medical 

profession und the clergy not so long ago is of necessity com- 

ing to un end. ‘Yoduy 4 lurge quantity of litereture is being 

produced on this subject, including whole books. ”7 

it is not difficult to find in the literature statements 

of the necd end Challsnge of developing this concept of a team 

among those working for the hselth of the sick. 

  

752. Young, op. cit., pp. 108 f. Johnson, op. cit. 
pp. 540 f. Andrew Watterson Blackwood, The Funeral Thila- 
delphia: The Westminster Press, 1942), pp. 57-56. Fritz, 
Op. Gite, PD. 179-181. Cabot and Dicks, op. cit., Chapter 
44II. Dicks, Pastoral Work und Personal Counseling, Op. cite, 

pp. 40-41. 

sce R. Young, op. cit., foreword, for & succinct 
summery of the develooment of psychosomatic medicine and its 
impact upon clergy-medical relations. 

772. Youns, op. cit. is an example of such & book. 
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The needs of the patients are too great und the time 
too short to arouse fears of getting into each other's 
fields. it is only through a close co-operative work- 
ing relationship that we will be able to define in what 
areas such profession can best serve the patient. Tne 
challenge for tne development of this teamviork must be 
the responsibility of all members of the teum in the 
hospltel setting. It cannot be left to just the medical 
social worker and the chaplain. The impetus for its 
development must come from those of us in the church 
Wao &acknowledge tis importence of religion in the life 
of any individual. Our responsibility for the future 
in muking this development possible is, ygorefore, é 
very greut challenge to every one of us. 

The effectiveness of the pastor’s ministry depends 
lerzgely upon his ability to co-ordinate his services 
with the work of other professional people in the 
hospital where ne is visiting. ‘The nurse, tie punys- 
ician, and the psychiatrist are the members of the 
healing team with whom the minister will be most 
closely associuted./? 

The harmonious interrelationship of ministers and 
medical men can best be achieved when both reulize 
that while each group has a distinct function to ful- 
fil, their ministrations overlup and the effectiveness 
of sach is enhaneed by working in harmony with the 
Othex . .. . iihen & pastor brings spirituél resources 
to bear unon the sick, regulating and stebilizing 
physiclogicul processes, then the work of the minister 
overlups thet of the physician. 

Hssentials in eo-cperetion have already been mentioned.SL 

Crucial in this is clear definition of the tusk of each pro- 

fessional worker, also the interrelationahive, and thet all 

are acquainted with the work of one @nother. It is especially 

cee: cree me 

sieve Sletten, “Teamwork Relationship Between The Chap= 
lain ana the Social orker in & Hospital Setting,” Proceedings 
of the zssociated Lutheran Cherities (1949), p. 22. 

79R, Young, Op. Cit., De 26. 

60yonne11, op. Gite, Dp. 200. 

Sloupra, p. 54.  
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inportunt for the pustor to recognize his own limits, be abie 

to identify problems that others cun successfully treat, and 

make proper veferrals. The litereture contains muny suggest- 

ions us to how the pastor cen work together with others on the 

heelth team, perticularly the nurse, doctor, psychiatrist, and 

SOCial worker. Here we shull briefly comment on some of these 

Hethods und suggest references for further study. 

Plorence Nightingale once wrote: “Nursing has to nurse 

living bodies and spirits.” Citing this quotation, one writer 

Giscusses the role of nurses in serving the “whole patient" 

Which includes his urgent spirituel needs.82 He declares tit 

the nurse is tc respect and accept the patient's religious 

cencepts and not to interject her own opinion if it would be 

Gisruptive or would undermine his belief. He says thut the 

hurse should eppreciete tus role of religion and know the 

sDiritual resources thet cun help the patient. "“\ihether one 

egress Witda them or not, comion courtesy requires us to respect 

that whien is suered to another."85 woe writer's mujor point 

is this: 

She should not try to become anything more than a 
fellow luy person. But, if the patient requests it, 
she can shure with him the faith and convictions 
Which she herself Boe eee eres of course, that 
she should do so with discretion und humility. The 
nurso can be of real assistince by sensing when the 

  

. S2yames B. ashbrook, "Not By Breud sens 5 the Auerioan 
ournal of Nursing, Volume 55, Number 2 (February 955), 

ILE Shi ere rer ; : 

S5tpid., p. 167.  
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presence of 4 rabbi, priest, or minister would be 
beneficial to her pationt.84 

The sume writer suggests that such occasions might occur at 

the approuch of dexth, where there is 4 presence of guilt, 

lonsliness, and so on. 

Co-operation with the nurse is especially important be- 

céusé she is the cone who is with the patient more then anyone 

else Gnd who hus, under the doctor, responsibility for pro- 

tecting and managing the petient. The pastor must consult 

with her before seeing the putient. Often she can supply 

clues &S to the patient's conditions und » nurse who gets to 

know 

hin.& 

pustor may be very helpful in referring p&tients to a 

5. 

The doctor hus major responsibility for the welfare of 

the patient. Keeping this in mind, the pastor should seek 

to work with him. ‘The pastor ought to avoid giving eny med- 

ical advice or doing anything which harms the patient's con- 

fidence in the doctor. Co-operution between these two pro-= 

fessional groups is ua field which is just now developing. 

Yurther specific suggestions ure given in the bibliography.86 

Teamwork between the pastor and psychiatrist is equally 

  

S4tpia, 

S5the interested reader may consult Dicks, Pastorel Work 
&nd Personeél Counseling, op. cite, pp. 212 £. and X. Young, 

op. c oit., DDe 26 

S6R; Young, opi. cit., pp. 51s Dieks, Pastoral Work 
and Personal counseling, op. cite, pp. 205-211.  
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important, but scems also more difficult in some weys. The 

Tespective functions are not yet clearly delineated or under- 

stood by those concerned. There ure some reul problems here. 

The minister who snjoys an “authoriterian role” is 
likely to look upon psychiatry as 4 threut or an in- 
trusion inte his field, while the psychiatrist who 
believes thet religious experience is 4n unconscious 
Wish-fulfilment and that God is only a projection of 
the father-imace, plays God for his patient and sees 
religion as a conflicting element. 

This sume writer suggests that "from the viewpoint of psych- 

iatry, sin is 4 psychogenic illness."85 Apparently it is in 

tie case of mental illness thet the pastor's ability to ident-e 

ify probleis and refer patients is most valuable. Several 

Writers heve pointed cut that the Church-sponsored hospitel is 

&n idesl plues for these profession&l workers to meet and solve 

their probicus of working together most successfully. ‘This, 

too, is u field that will undoubtedly develop in the future.89 

Co-operution between the pastor and soci#l worker is also 

being exemined more closely today, even though a recent book 

containing a chaptex on the caseworker's role in professional 

teumwork contuined no mention of the clergy whatsoever. 90 

Another piece of literature appeared recently which adequately 

  

87picks, Pastoral Work and Personal Counseling, op. cit., 
D. 42. 

88p, 47. 

89me interested reuder may consult the following. RK. 
Young, op. cit., Dp. 537 f. Westberg, op. cit., p. 48. Cabot 
and Dicks, op. sit., p. Sl. 

20 Prances Uphem, A Dynamic Approach to Illness (New York: 
¥Yamily Service Associstion, 1949). . 
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discussed the co-operation of a pastor with medical personnel 

but omitted reference to socisl workers. 2 lievertheless, 

some ere recognizing the problens and the possibilities in 

this matter. 

fhe social worker is content with treating symptoms, 
4s the doctor often is; she talks of "adjustment" 
which means lack of conflict or suffering. She dis- 
covers the clergymén working to establish conflict 
tnd blames him for all the puthological guilt feel- 
ings she sees in her people. She does not recognize 
that the clergyman is us anxious to relieve such 
guilt as she is and often cun do it more effectively, 
for he has a different authority. In time the case= 
worker will discover, as the physician is just begin- 
Ning to discover, that the "adjusted" person, like 
the “healthy” person, is one who has reached a re=- 
concilistion between himself and his universe; he is 
one who has come to an understending of God and has 
learned how to live creatively in a world which at 
its heurt is creative. 

The interested resder is referred to the literature. 9 

This discussion will suffice to indicate some of the 

problems, possibilities, and methods of co-operation between 

the pastor und other professicnel personnel. It is a rapidly 

developing arex of endeavor. ‘The clergy should be alert to 

its potentials, and must first define clearly its own function 

and then tuke its rightful place on the “health team." The 

  

®lpaniel Sendstedt, “The Chaplein us a Member of a 
Team," ProceecGings of the associated Lutheran Churities 
(1953), po. d6-55. 

%picks, Pastoral Work and Personal Counseling, op. cit., 
De 215. 

%Srbid. Hiltner, op. cit., p- 206 f. has a good section 
on the pastor's use of comunity resources. Sletten, op. 
Gite, pp. 15-22. 
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present discussion has just sought to indicate the possibil-= 

ities while noting a few possible methods. 94 

Records and Supervision 

Russell Dicks has written that he considers the failure 

of the clergy to keep rscords of its work with the sick as 

“responsible, more than any other single thing, for the pés- 

tor's failure to develop 4 discipline equél to other pro- 

fessional workers in the humanitarian field."95 Undoubtedly, 

the clergy could leurn much from the social work profession 

about records, their values und uses. 

In order to serve the sick intelligently, it seems self- 

evident thut the pastor keep some sort of record of his work. 

Not only do records enable the pastor to keep track of what 

he is doing, but they serve particularly as an uid to self- 

discipline and personel growth and objectivity. This study 

cannot go into the matter further. The reader can find help- 

ful material here in Cabot and Dicks. 96 

Supervision is another technique that has been highly 

developed in the field of social work. It is not so easy to 

carry it cut as fur as the clergy is concerned. Nevertheless, 

  

94one contribution the clergy can make regerding patients’ 
complaints should be cited. An excellent discussion of this 
may be found in Cabot and Dicks, op. cit., Chapter III. 

95>. storal tiork and Personal Counseling, op. cit., p. 189. 

re OR cit., Chapter XVIII. See also the literature in 
the fie of social work for useful ideas.   
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it is noted here us having potential values and uses for the 

clergy which should be explored in the future. 

Others Fulfill the Ghurch's Obligation 
to Minister to the Sick 

This chapter has considered the Church's ministry to the 

sick. It was first shown thet the Church has an obligation to 

do this work, #s part of the Christian response to sickness. 

To a considerable extent, the Church meets this obligation 

through its clergy. We have considered ut length the aims and 

methods of the clergy in carrying out this obligation. 

The Church may also meet its obligation to minister to 

the sick through others besides the clergy. This is done to 

some extent in practice, but there 1s very little in the lit- 

erature about the subject. ie shall here be content to note 

some of the possibilities. 

Others who minister to the sick may be either salaried or 

not, professionel or luy versons. wUxamples might include such 

people as social workers, de&aconesses, or lay volunteers from 

the congregution. They may serve as individuals or in organ- 

ized groups. Organized groups of lay persons can do much 

visiting of shuteins, for example. The péstor who is uble to 

use the help of others will find his total ministry greatly 

expanded in scope and over-all effectiveness. is in any other 

sphere of Church work in which laymen perticipate, the pastor 

will meet problems of enlisting, tréining, and supervising 

the workers. This is clearly a response of the Church to illness. 
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CHAPTER V 

THS CHRISTIAN’S AESPONSE TO SICKN&Sss 

The purpose of this study was stated as being to invest= 

igate the Christien response to sickness. For tne sake of 

Clarity this response was divided into two parts: the response 

of the Christian Church and the response of the individual 

Christian. The study has so fur deélt with the response of 

the Christian Church. It remains to sxumine the response of 

the individual Christian. 

Becsuse the Christian is always a member of the Christian 

Church, his responses to sickness is largely similar to that of 

the Church, in theory at least. Consequently there is not a 

lurge amount of new materiel to be presented here. For the 

suke of completeness, however, this subject will be treated 

to some extent for it is @ vitel part of the total Christian 

Tesponse to sickness. 

We shell survey the Christian's response to sickness 

under two main heedings: his response when he himself is 

well and his response when he is ill. In accord with the 

methodology adopted throughout the study, emphasis is placed 

on the ideal response of the Christian, namely, that which 

conforms to the will of God. 

The Christian's Response To Sickness 
When He Is Well 

The most important uspect of the Christian's response to   
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sickness when he himself is well is that, as a member of the 

Body of Christ, he purticipates in the response of the Church. 

This has been set forth &t length. Here it is to be observed 

thet the Church is meade up of many individuel Christians.- 

Hence, everything that the Church does in response to sickness 

is in & sense being done by the particulur member of the 

Church. If he is not doing it directly, he is indirectly, 

for exemple, through the clergy who represent hin. 

it may be helpful te note those things whieh the Christe 

jan does more directly. They include the following: he learns 

what God's jiord tsuches concerning sickness and shares this 

knowledge with others 4s opportunity &urises; he prays in regard 

to sickness; he works to prevent and treat sickness, for in- 

stance, by supporting good legislation, making financiel con- 

tributicns for the maintenance of secular and Church-sponsored 

institutions of healing, and perhaps himself serving in the 

medical profession; he backs the ministry of the clergy with 

his prayers, financial support, encouragement, und advice; 

and he himself ministers to the sick by visiting them, in 

accord with such « Bible pussage es Matthew 25:31 f. 

As part of his response to sickness when he is well, the 

Christian also maintains the proper uttitudes toward sickness 

and the sick. He will be compassionate, sympathetic, sager to 

help, 4s well as cheerful and confident because of his con- 

viction that God will one day overcome all such evil and will 

even now cause good to come to the sick. He will remember 
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that he is not to judge adversoly those who are sick, for 

exunple, b) supposing that their afflicticn is evidence of 

the fact thut they mve been guilty of some greet sin. Many 

Bible pussuges warn agsinst thet sort of attitude, for 

exumple Job, John 9:1-7, Luke 15:1-5, and Matthew 7:1. 

the Christian's Response To Sickness 
When He Is I1l 

Here the following topics shall be considered: the 

Christian preys; he makes full use of available ressources far   combatting his illness; and he maintains Christian attitudes 

and conduct. Omitted here is 4 discussion of the “psychology 

of sickness" and the actual responses (not necessarily ideal) 

Which one is apt to find in sick Christians.2 

The Sick Christian Prays   
Prayer, "the very sword of the seints,™ will certainly 

be used by the sick Christian. Probably its aspects of con-= 

  

lime Pastor should, of course, be somewhat fumiliar with 
theses. There are some helpful references available in the 
Bibliography. Chapter two of Henry Sigerist, Mun und Medicine 
(New York: WW. i. Norton & Co., Inc., 1952) is & discussion of 
"The Sick Men." Hive specific needs of the patient ure des-= 
eribed in William WM. Stieve, “The Church's Ministry to the 
Physically I11," Proceedings of the Associated Lutheran Char- 
ities (1951), pp. 65-75. Saul E. Johnson, Psychol ‘of Past- 
oral Gare (New York: Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, Toss, pp. Loo- 
204 provides & good description of the crisis of illness. The 
most adequete of 311 is Richard C. Cabot and Russell L. Dicks, 
The Art of Ministering to the Sick (New York: The Maciillan 

Company, 1957). Part Il describes "The Situation.” ‘Their 
Chapter XX on “Rituals of the Sickroom" is also helpful, for 
example, its schedule of & pétient'"s usual d&y, op. 274.
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fession and petition, us well as gratitude, will receive stress. 

Prayer 4s 4 response of the Church to sickness ms already been 

discussed and the reader is referred to these pages for what 

is not treated here, for example, the content of such prayer, 

its conditional neture, and answers to prayer.” 

The literuture contains many references to prayer. Of 

svecial interest is the observation of Weutherhead: 

One of the things prayer does in the battle against 
suffering is to uiter the effect of suffering on the 
patient's mind and heart. It prevents the resent- 
ment and despair ... and it supports the patient's 
spirit end hope and optimism ... - I know, of course, 
thet prayer must not be thought of simely as a form of 
treeztment, a kind of spiritusl plaster which is worth 
trying because it may heal and, at any rate, will 
allay psychological irritation. It is the loftiest 
activity of the spirit, and its true goal is the glory 
of God. But God will not despise us if, in our egony, 
we cannot think thus, but can only cry to Him to help 
us. And vy prayer we sre putting ourselves in touch 
with Infinits Life and Power and Love and with the 
Central Calm of the Universe, and that is the privil- 
ege of the sons und daughters of God . . - - ie are 
therefore to pray, and to pray in faith; but es in the 
case of faith, we ure not to test our prayer and call 
it useless if it_does not bring exactly the kind of 
reply we desire. 

Others, too, recognize thet from the purely human viewpoint 

prayer hes many concomitant..values. Viriters speuk of such 

things us therapeutic releese of emotional tensions. These 

values are very reel und are not to be despised; yet the 

Christian will elweys think of prayer as being primarily his 
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Leslie D. Weatherhead, why Do Men Suffer? (New York: 

Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 1956), pp- 141, 142, 159. 
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means of spexuking to his almighty Father. 

in his clussic work on prayer, George « Buttrick has 

this to say of unanswered prayer: 

Prayer’s greatest healing is therefore not heéling, 
but the courageous and creative acceptance of the 
terms of mortel life. True prayer does not evade pain, 
but gsins from it insight, patience, courage, and 
sympathy; Gnd, at long last, makes it an oblation 
to God. True prayer does not sidestep death, but 
greets it. This is healing beyond heuling. By 
this prayer we are “more than conquerors": the 
reslism of unanswered prayer becomes the very Presence 
of God. 4 

Thus, both spiritual and psychological elements ure insepar- 

ably woven together in the preyer of the sick Christian. 

Prayer is indeed one of the most powerful weapons the 

Christian possesses as he responds to his own illness. 

@he Sick Christian Uses Available Resources 
To Combat His Illness 

4S has been alreudy mentioned, even though God may 

cause good to result from sickness, it is an intrinsic evil 

Which is to be resisted and fought with all the resources 

at the Christian's command. {The reader is here referred 

to the previous discussion of Faith-Healing in chapter two.) 

4& good summary of this faucet of the Christian's response 

to his own sickness is furnished by John H. C. #ritz. 

When i11, man should seek to restore his health 
by such means as God gives for that naan 
Luke 5:51 (physician), 2 Kings 20:7 (medicine), 

  

4>payer (New York: Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 1942), 
De 118. 
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James 5:14,15 (prayer). Christians in their 
iliness must not use such means 4s have not God's — 
approval: Christian Science, which denies the 
fact of sin and says that sickness exists merely 
as un imaginary thing of the mind; nor so-called 
foith hevling, which insists physicians and 
medicines must not be used ut all; nor superstitious 
meuns. It is readily admitted that God still can 
ena does perform miraculous healings, us Christ 
did in the days of His flesh and as was done 
in the early Church by the apostles, but the 
Scriptures neither comnend us to perform such 
wiraculous heulings, nor do they give us any 
promise that every disexse or sickuiess will be 
80 Healed, but rather direct us to the fact thut 
ae ar as a rule, need a physician, Luke 5:51; 
Col. 4:14. 

It seems self-evident that as the Christian responds 

to his sickness in accord with the will of God as he knows 

this through the Scriptures end Christian judgment (perhaps 

in this cese largely common sense) he will employ all the 

means which God has supplied. He will recognize that God 

usually works through naturel means, that he is to use 

such recognizing them 9s His gifts, and that this in no 

way detracts from the glory of God or one's faith in Him. 

A Scriptural investigation of the matter by 4 Baptist 

minister concludes: 

The true doctrine of divine healing is in no way 
incompatible with the employment of © physician. 
God cun und doubtless does heal without the use 
of muterisl agencies; but this is His extraordinery 
und unusual mode of working. His ordinary method is 
is to heel in connection with the use of means. 
One inay be a firm believer in divine healing and, 

  

5. 3 : 
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at the same time, believe in the use of remedies.® 

This sume writer proceeds to describe the importance of the 

proper attitude on the part of the sick Christian. 

While the Bible is favoruble to the proper uso of 
remedies, it luys great emphusis upon the importance 
of préyer and the value of right relations to God. 
He is the one “who heuleth all thy disedses." However 
the healing mey come, whether direct or through rem- 
edial ugencics it is from him. The one who puts all 
his fuith for recovery in medicines and doctors makes 
& serious mistake. These have their place, but they 
should never displace him “in whom we live and move 
and have our being" . .. . Can we receive our heal- 
ing «as from God and thank him for it if we employ a 
doctor and use medicine? In his deélings with men 
God has always sought to lead them to a fuith that 
sees him just as reudily in thet which comes indir- 
ectly 4s in that which comes dirsctly from him. . 
e e The thought of Scripture is not that the man of 
fuith shall find a better way by dispensing with all 
remedies, but rather that he shall find the better 
way by associating with the remedies the prayer of 
faith that takes hold upon him whose tender mercies 
ere over all his works, and who “is able to do ex- 
ceeding abundantly above all that we ask or think. "7 | 

| 

  

  
Observing that Benjemin Franklin once suid, "God heals and 

the doctor tukes the fee," Weatherhead also writes at length 

about the need to recognize God at work behind nutural means. 

hat is sc constantly forgotten is that all healing 
is the activity of God. All that man can do in the 
metter of healing is to co-operate with Hime Even 
prayer is not necesserily & more religious procedure 
than &n operation... . What is so important to 
Giscover is the most relevant way of co-operating 
with God. Prayer is obviously not the best way of 
making a man walk whose leg hus been shot off by a 
shell. Designing and perfecting an artificial limb 
probably is. «And to do this letter in a scientific j 
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way, for the sake of helping 4 sufferer, can be as 
"religious" an act as prayer, and much more relev- 
ent . - - - ve have to find ths relevant way of co=- 
operating, whether it be the surgery thet removes an 
appendix, the psychotherapy that removes 4 phobia, 
or the Christian mess&ge that removes the fear in 
guilt. hat we need is note-as some faith-healers 
suppose=-less science, but more.8 

Other writers echo these same thcughts; it is unnecessary to 

cite more examples. 

in responding to his own sickness, then, the Christian 

will make full use of such resources 4s medicine and the med- 

ical profession. He will also muke full use of the ministry 

of the members of the Church, particulerly the service of his 

own pastor or chaplain. Yor example, he will welcome the 

visits of the clergy and co-operate as fully as possible as 

his spiritual nseds are served. It seems unnecessary to 

amplify this observation or supply abundant examples. 

The Sick Christian Maintains The 
Proper Attitudes and Conduct 

Invariably certain questions will come into the mind of 

the Christian when he himself is ill. Why has it happened to 

me? Does God still love me? Why are the righteous so often 

afflicted, while the unbelievers seem to prosper? 

Such passages in the Scriptures as Job, Psalm 75, Romans 

8, and ‘Hebrews 18 supply the solution to thess questions. 

This has already been discussed as we examined the causes and 

  

Leslie D. Weatherhead, Psychology Religicn and Healin 
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purposes of sickness.? Ultimately, the Word directs the ail- 

ing Christian to the surtrering, dying, end living Christ as 

God's answer to the mystery of human suffering. Calvary is 

the only place where a man can understand, endure, and even 

rejoice in adversity. In Christ God Himself has acted against 

all evil and gained the victory, 4a victory already accomplished 

though not yet fully consummated. In this message is offered 

the certainty that a loving God will so order the Christian's 

life thet all things, even sickness, will work together for 

his good. 

From this basic certainty flow the proper attitudes and 

conduct which characterize the response of the Christian to 

his cwn sickness. ‘The Christian has faith, and this is the 

séme sort of faith expressed in Psalms 23 and 46, as well as 

Job 13:15. His fuith includes the conviction that God will 

not permit him to be tempted above what he is able to endure, 

1 Cor. 10:15. ‘The Christian maintains hope, the confidence 

that God will muke all things right, at the Parousia if not 

before. Coupled with such faith und hope is an element of 

patient endurance and resignution, as is taught in Hebrews 12 

and exemplified in Pselm 27:14. This does not mean, as score 

have thought, that the Christian becanes masochistic rather 

than fight against his illness. The Scriptures do not seek 

to inculeate a fatalism &s is found in Islam or even such a 
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perversion as has occasionally been produced by Calvinism. 

The doctrine of predestination, believed and preached 
by Calvin, had its effect upon the attitude of the 
Sick. Since that which happens in the individual's 
life is orduined by God, this belief helped the sick 
to resign themselves to the will of God ruther than 
Tebel against their condition. On the contrary, it 
also céused some to accept & condition as the will of 
God when & conscious effort to eyercome it might have 
had definite therapeutic vulue.t 

Rather, the Christian simultaneously fights égainst his ill- 

hess to the limit of his strength and resigns himself to his 

present affliction in patient endurance, trusting in the 

providential love of God. 

The Christian must not deliberately seek the cross, 
&s some did during the first centuries of the Christe 
ian ere; but neither must he attempt to escape it 
when it comes, nor tale offense at it as though 
“sone strange thing happened to him" (1 Fet. 4:12), 
for "even hereunto were ye culled" (1 Pet. 2:21). 
ihen the Lord sends a cross the Christian should tale 
it, even &s Christ did. Then, after it has come, the 
true Christian attitude is not one of dull resige- 
nation, but bmble submission under the will of God, 
Which should become ever more full and complete. 
Vell may the Christian groan under his burden, he may 
lose ths equilibrium of his soul for a time and even 
prey for the removal of the cross--all this h&s been 
hellowed by the Suvior's experience in Gethsemane-- 
but he must eventually win through to & sincere “Not 
my will, but Thine be done!" That is true passive 
Obedience. ‘The Christian must let his afflictions 
serve him us a means of bretéking his self-will, of 
leading him to thorough repentance and self-humil- 
jation. But he must also cultivate thet sacred 
carelessness Which is fully confident that God in his 
own good time will find a wey out. for this he waits 
patiently, meanwhile oxercising his trust in God and 
his meekness toward others. God's gruce is sufficient 
for him, for it is a pledge of ultimate deliverance. 
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4nd as he gains an ever wider perspective of God's 
ways (Psalm 75) and an ever greeter assurance of his 
blessed purposes, he may even come to experience a 
quiet joy over the privilege of suffering and thus 
become ever more like Christ (Col. 1:24; James 1:2). 
Thus he ascends the scale from compulsion to will- 
ingness, to endurance, to appreciation. 

Thus, the Christian's faith enables him to be cheerful in the 

midst of his sickness, even to “glory in his infirmities” as 

did Saint Paul. It is not to be understood that the Christian 

will be laughing throughout his sickness or that one who is 

not is no Christiun. Hather, this is a deep, inner joy in 

Christ worked by the Holy Spirit. And any glorying in infirm- 

ities must correspond to that of Paul if it is truly a part of 

the Christian’s response to his sickness (2 Cor. 12:7-9). The 

author of & tract suggests “gloryings" of a Christian in the 

midst of sickness: of chustening; abundonment ("just relaxing 

48 a helpless babe upon Another and leaving it all to Him"); 

time for meditation; strength when weak; self-discipline; 

fellowship (with those nursing him); 6nd answered prayer .L® 

In such ways the Christian responds to his own sickness. 

The intent here has not been to treat the subject exhaust- 

ively, but rather to suggest the more prominent elements 

which are churacteristic of the Christian response to sickness. 

  

1ijJohann Michael Reu and Paul H. Buehring, Christian 
Ethics (Columbus, Ohio: The Lutheren Book Concern, I9S5), 
Pp. 242-245, 

12george Wells Arms, The Glory of Sickness (New York: 
American Tract Society, n.d).



  

CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS 

As set forth in the introductory chapter, the purpose of 

this study has been to describe the Christien response to 

Sickness. ‘The intent has been to survey, in as comprehensive 

“a menner us possible, how the Christian Church and the indiv- 

idual Christion ere to respond to sickness as they act in 

accord with God's will, as this is known through Scriptures 

and Christian Judgment. 

The Christian Church's response hes been seen to be 

threefold: it teaches God's Word concerning sickness; it 

acts to prevent und treat sickness; and it ministers to the 

sick. The individuel Christian's response to sickness has 

been considered briefly in terms of nis response when he is 

Well &énd when he himself is ill. 

4s pert of its totul teaching of God's Word, the Church 

teaches "His Word ubout sickness": its cuuses; purposes; dir- 

ectives for action on the part of the Church and the individ- 

ual Christian; solution of ethical problems related to sick= 

ness; and implicaticns for the practice cf fuilth-heeling. 

In & sense, God is the céuse of sickness in that nothing 

Can happen unless He permits it. Even apurt from His “per- 

missive will," sometimes He cuusos sickness in specific cé&ses, 

for example, to punish sinners. In general, however, sin is 

the cause of sickness, and this in turn w&és brought about 
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through the will of Satan and evil mon. 

In the cuse of unbelievers, sometimes God wants them to 

be punished through sickness and sometimes He wants them to 

be led to repentance through it. In the case of Christiens, 

God always wants good to result from the sickness. More 

specifically, He desires such results as tke following: the 

strengthening cf the sufferer's faith; growth in grace, know- 

ledge, and Christian virtues; and that the sickness serve as 

4 means whereby the Christian c&én witness to others. 

Biblical directives to the Church and the individual 

Christian concerning proper action over ag&inst sickness are 

incorporated in the entire body of the study. 

two representative ethical problems were discussed, 

nemely, euthanasia and therapeutic abortion. LEuthenesia seems 

Clearly to be counter to God's will as a proper response to 

sickness. ‘horapeutic abortion seems to be a problem about 

Which Christiun judgment in the specific situation must 

decide, since Scriptures are not addressed to the problem. 

feith-hesling was treated at length, the conclusion being 

that it is best to leave it somewhat an open question. Some 

of the teachings of the faitheheulers are clearly dengerous 

perversions of Christian doctrine. But, on the other hand, 

God may still perform healing miracles today. Invoking the 

aid of the Holy Spirit, the Church must seek to know and do 

His will in specific situations. 

The need and value of prayer concerning sickness on the 
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part of the Church was exumined. The question of whether or 

not prayers for bodily healing ought to be conditional was 

explored and answered in the affirmative. 

liotivated by its love for all people, the Church does 

have & responsibility and opportunity to work to prevent ani 

treat sickness. In the past the Church is not done much in 

6n organized way to prevent sickness, though it hes consid- 

eréble potential to do so. ‘The Church hus been, historically, 

active in treating sickness. It is to a greut extent resp- 

Onsible for the origins of present-day hospitals und pro- 

fessionyl groups such &s nurses. The Church of the present 

time makes & very sizeuble contribution to the treatment of 

sickness through its sponsorship of hospitals, co-operation 

With others in the community, and provisicn of medical per= 

sonnel. In these urcas, &lso, the Church has the potential 

of making an even greater contribution, ulthough today there 

are some signs of an unwillingness to dO so. 

The Church was seen to have a clear-cut responsibility 

to minister spiritvel services to the sick. in general, this 

obligeétion is met through the work of the clergy. Chapter 

Four contuins an extended discussion of the aims und methods 

of the clergy in ministering to the sick. lmphasis was 

placed on the fact that if this work is to be done in accord 

with God's will the clergy must see clearly that its aim is 

to relay the forgiveness of sins und the Holy Spirit to 

people. Its means of doing this is through the Word of the 
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Gospel and the sacrements, primarily. Such knowledge 4s 

that provided by the ficld of psycholozy is to bs employed, 

perticulurly as an aid to the diagncosis of a putient's 

spiritual condition, but it must never supplant the Word as 

the tool of the pastor; nor is the pastor to become some sort 

of "psychiatrist." Special attention was given to the methods 

of the pestor in ministering to the sick in certsein crisis 

situations, for exuuple, death. The necessity of co-operation 

between e11 the members of the “health team was emphasized, 

particulurly the need of the pastor to define clearly his 

function und be ready to work with others. Finally, reference 

Was made to the potentis] contribution others in the Church 

besides the clergy can make in ministering to the sick. 

Chapter Five surveyed the response of the individual 

Christian to sickness, stressing the Tucts that he ought to 

use medicines to combat illness when it strikes him (recog- 

nizing such to be the gift of God) and that he needs to pre=- 

serve Ghristian attitudes and conduct when he himself is ill. 

The Christian response to sickness is thus seen to be 

manifold. in some respects it is clearly delineated by the 

sacred Soriptures. In others, the response must be made by 

Christian judgnent in specific situation. Altogether, sick- 

ness is en evil to which the Chureh responds vigorously, 

seeking to do all in its powor to conquer it, and, when it 

fails to do so, to minister faithfully to those who suffer. 
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